AGENDA ITEM D-2

Public Works
STAFF REPORT
TMP Oversight and Outreach Committee
Meeting Date:
12/6/2018
Staff Report Number:
18-007-TMP
Regular Business:

Provide feedback on the citywide projects and
updated list of recommendations and review the
scoring methodology for the Menlo Park
Transportation Master Plan

Recommendation
Staff requests feedback from the Oversight and Outreach Committee (the Committee) regarding the
citywide projects and updated list of proposed transportation recommendations for the Menlo Park
Transportation Master Plan and to review the scoring methodology to be used to rank the projects.

Policy Issues
The development of a Transportation Master Plan is included as one of the top six priority projects in the
City Council’s adopted 2018 Work Plan and is one of the highest priority implementation programs in the
2016 general plan circulation element. The Committee will help guide the Transportation Master Plan
process to a successful completion.

Background
The Transportation Master Plan (TMP) and Transportation Impact Fee (TIF) Program is the highest priority
program following the adoption of the ConnectMenlo General Plan Land Use and Circulation Elements in
November 2016. The Circulation Element was last updated in 1994, although several modal- or areaspecific plans (e.g., Comprehensive Bicycle Development Plan; Sidewalk Master Plan; El Camino
Real/Downtown Specific Plan) have been created since then. The Circulation Element has seven goals and
86 policies and programs that establish the framework for the City’s priorities related to multi-modal
transportation. The Transportation Master Plan will build from the policy context of the Circulation Element
to identify infrastructure projects and strategic programs, then prioritize them for implementation. The
Transportation Impact Fee Program will assess the responsibility of new development to help fund the
infrastructure projects identified in the Transportation Master Plan, and allow the City to update the Fee
Program, which was last updated in 2009.
Transportation Master Plan Initiation and Current Status
The TMP process was kicked off in June 2017 and started with outreach events during the summer and fall
of 2017 to collect community feedback on transportation issues within the City. City Council also appointed
the 11-member Oversight and Outreach Committee in August 2017 to:
• Provide advisory input and recommendations to the consultant and staff regarding the outreach process
and draft Master Plan materials and submittals
• Guide and keep the project process on track to meet the key milestones
• Reach out to community members to share content and encourage participation at community
engagement activities such as workshops/meetings and other planning activities
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The Committee has met six times to discuss the goals, performance measures and prioritization criteria for
the TMP and proposed strategies and recommendations by geographic area of the city (north, central, and
south). Materials, including staff reports, presentations, and outreach materials from the prior meetings are
available at the City’s project website: menlopark.org/TMP.
The key goals of the Master Plan, which are focused around safety, sustainability, and mobility choice and
also were identified previously through ConnectMenlo and the Climate Action Plan, are listed below:
1. Safety: Vision Zero – Eliminate traffic fatalities and reduce the number of non-fatal collisions by 50% by
2040.
2. Sustainability: Enable the City to meet the goals of the Climate Action Plan, including a 27 percent
greenhouse gas emission reduction.
3. Mobility Choice: Design transportation projects to accommodate all modes and people of all abilities.
Encourage the use of lower emission modes such as walking, biking and transit.
The prioritization criteria, which was refined based on the feedback received from the community and the
Committee at their October 30, 2017 meeting, include the following:
Prioritization Criteria
Safety
Ease of Implementation
Greenhouse Gas Reduction/Person Throughput
Opportunities for Green Stormwater
Infrastructure
Cost

Congestion Relief
Transportation Sustainability
Location of School
Sensitive Populations (daycares, senior centers,
communities of concern)

The City’s consultant team led by W-Trans worked with City staff to develop a comprehensive list of
strategies and recommendations to address the transportation challenges throughout the City. While some
of the projects will help regional traffic especially on Bayfront Expressway, the majority of the projects are
focused on local traffic and improving ways to get around the city. The recommendations were based on the
feedback received from the community and Committee, collision history, traffic volumes, and other data
were summarized in a draft Working Paper. The recommendations for each geographic area were
discussed by the Committee at their August 30, September 5 and September 30, 2018 public meetings. In
addition, the bicycle and pedestrian network recommendations were reviewed by the Complete Streets
Commission at their September 12, 2018 meeting. An informational item summarizing a request for an
additional Committee meeting and updated schedule was provided to the City Council at their October 23,
2018 meeting.

Analysis
At their September 30, 2018 meeting, the Committee requested an additional meeting to review the updated
list of recommendations prior to the next round of community engagement. W-Trans drafted a memo that
summarizes the changes to the project list based on the feedback received from the Committee, the
Complete Streets Commission and the public. The memo also includes a markup of the changes to the
project list tables and sketches to help illustrate a few of the improvements (Attachment A). In addition, staff
has summarized all of the comments received on the draft recommendations (Attachment B). Some of the
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feedback resulted in new individual and citywide projects. These were added at the end of the table with
numbers 176 to 193. In addition, several projects were modified and six projects were removed. The
projects that were removed include the option to remove bike lanes on Willow Road to install bus lanes
(Project #35) since it would remove the connection to the new bicycle facilities under construction at the
Willow Road and US 101 interchange.
Scoring methodology
The project team has proposed a multi-step scoring methodology based on the prioritization criteria, TMP
goals and the street classifications defined in ConnectMenlo. The projects would be first assessed on the
prioritization criteria then assessed for the number of TMP goals that are met. Finally, the projects will be
reviewed to see whether the improvements align with the street classification for that particular roadway.
Each prioritization criteria is given a numerical value. A few of the criteria including safety, schools and
congestion relief were given additional weight based on the feedback we received from the Committee.
More detailed description of each prioritization criteria is included in Attachment A.
Proposed Scoring System
Cost
Ease of Implementation

Sensitive Populations (daycares,
senior centers, communities of
concern)
Transportation Sustainability
Safety

Location of School
Congestion Relief

Greenhouse Gas Reduction/Person
Throughput
Opportunities for Green Stormwater
Infrastructure

None given, used for comparison and to determine
construction timeframe
Projects that can be implemented quickly = 2 points
Projects that are more complex or require removal of
parking = 1 point
Located within a community of concern or within ¼ mile of
daycare or senior center = 1 point
Promotes fewer emissions and healthier communities = 1
point
Locations with zero collisions = 1 point
Locations with known collisions = 2 points
Locations with high rates of collisions = 3 points
Located within a ¼ mile of school = 1 point
Located adjacent to a school = 2 points
Striping improvements = 1 point
Signal timing changes or intersection control = 2 points
Major intersection/roadway improvements = 3 points
Potential to assist with Climate Action goals = 1 point
Supports green infrastructure = 1 point

The individual projects’ score would then be added to the number of TMP goals that they will fulfill. Finally,
the projects would be assigned a multiplier that identifies whether the project is consistent with the
roadway’s street classification identified in the ConnectMenlo Circulation Element. For example, a bicycle
project on a street classified as a Bicycle Boulevard would receive the highest multiplier.
Next Steps and Schedule
Following this meeting, staff and the project team will proceed with the scoring system to rank the list of
projects. The projects will then be separated into High, Medium and Low priority based on their scores.
Each priority group will also be separated into a short, medium and long-term horizons based on their costs
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and expected completion dates. The project recommendations and priority groups will be shared with the
community in an in-person workshop scheduled for winter 2019 as well as an online open house to collect
feedback and input. In addition, the Frequently Asked Questions document (Attachment C) that was shared
with the Committee at their May 30, 2018 meeting and posted on the TMP webpage will be updated with the
current project tasks timeline and any other respective changes.
Below is the proposed project schedule:
Task
Community workshop and online open house
Release draft Master Plan
OOC #8: Review draft Master Plan
Complete Streets Commission review and recommendation to the City
Council on the draft Master Plan
City Council review and adoption of Master Plan
Develop Fee Program update

Schedule
Winter 2019
Spring 2019
Spring 2019
Spring 2019
Summer 2019
Fall 2019

Major project milestone accomplishments and deliverables will continue to be posted on the City project
website (menlopark.org/TMP).
Public Notice
Public notification was achieved by posting the agenda, with the agenda items being listed, at least 72
hours prior to the meeting. Additional notifications are being made through a Public Works Project List email
blast, a NextDoor post and a City Council Digest article.

Attachments
A. W-Trans memo, Transportation Master Plan Summary for OOC Meeting on December 5, 2018, dated
November 30, 2018
B. Summary of the comments received on the draft list of recommendations
C. menlopark.org/DocumentCenter/View/17765/Transportation-Master-Plan-Frequently-Asked-Questions
Report prepared by:
Kristiann Choy, Senior Transportation Engineer
Report reviewed by:
Justin Murphy, Public Works Director
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ATTACHMENT A

Memorandum
Date:

November 30, 2018

Project:

MPA022

To:

Kristiann Choy
Kevin Chen
City of Menlo Park

From:

Mark Spencer
mspencer@w-trans.com

Nick Bleich
nbleich@w‐trans.com
Andre Huff
ahuff@w-trans.com

Subject: Transportation Master Plan Summary for OOC Meeting On December 6th, 2018

This memo provides a summary of the following items associated with the Menlo Park Transportation Master Plan:




Revisions, redactions, and newly added projects based on feedback provided by the Oversight and Outreach
Committee, Complete Streets Commission, city staff, and members of the public on the draft project
recommendations list.
An in‐depth summary of the proposed project ranking and scoring is discussed including factors which would
guide the overall process. Based on the scoring methodology, each project would be assigned a ranking based
on priority, as well as the expected completion horizon.
The necessary steps needed to complete the Transportation Master Plan document with respect to public
engagement and implementation strategies is outlined. The scoring and ranking applied to each project will
guide decision makers and ultimately the Transportation Master Plan document itself.

Oversight and Outreach Committee Meetings
The project team and city staff held three open house style workshops to present and discuss the draft project list
presented in the Draft Strategies and Recommendations Working Paper. In order to provide ample time for
discussion of the projects, the list was divided into three subareas based on the geographic location of the project.
The first meeting on August 30th covered projects located in the north area of the city east of US 101. The second
meeting on September 5th covered projects located in central Menlo Park. The third meeting on September 25th
covered projects located in the south area of the city and along Sand Hill Road. The Oversight and Outreach
Committee (OOC) and the general public had an opportunity to review the project list and provide comments
during and after these meetings. At each meeting, poster boards highlighting each project and its location were
presented during the open house portion of the meetings, during which, OOC members and the public could ask
questions, provide verbal feedback, and add comments to the project list. After the open house portion of the
meetings, public comment was also provided through the formal City process. The OOC members then provided
additional feedback to the project team and City staff through facilitated discussions. Through this process, the
project team received approximately 250 comments.

Updates to Draft Project List
Based on the public comments received, updates have been made to the draft project recommendations including
(but not limited to) prioritizing safer routes to and from schools, congestion relief, and enhanced bicycle and
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pedestrian infrastructure. Additionally, a number of representation sketches have been developed to supplement
the project list. The updated project list and sketches are attached to this memo.

New Projects – Based on Public Comment









Project #178 – Marsh Road between Independence Dr and Scott Dr. To more effectively align with the goals
associated with active transportation plans outlined in the Caltrans District 4 Bike Plan, supporting an
additional bicycle and pedestrian bridge over US 101 north of Mash Road is recommended.
Project #179 – Encinal Ave between Encinal Elementary School and Railroad Crossing. Sidewalks along
the north side of the street to be installed to enhance safety for pedestrians, but will require removal of parking
and landscaping.
Project #180 – Encinal Ave & Laurel St. Feedback was received regarding potentially unsafe conditions for
school‐age children accessing the intersection. The installation of a bulb‐out on the southwest corner
extending into Encinal Avenue has the potential to increase safety for pedestrians accessing the intersection.
Project #181 – Santa Cruz Ave & University Ave (south). Several comments were submitted regarding
motorists being observed impeding the normal travel patterns of pedestrians in the crosswalk of the southern
leg. The implementation of a leading pedestrian phase as the signalized intersection will allow for pedestrians
to enter the crosswalk before vehicles.
Project #182 – Sharon Rd & Eastridge Ave. The current configuration of the tee intersection is perceived as
potentially unsafe for pedestrians including school‐age children by community members. Recommendations
to enhance safety include installing a high visibility crosswalk across the west leg, restricting parking within the
intersection, and installing a bulb‐out on the northeast corner extending Sharon Rd.
Project #183 – Sharon Rd & Sharon Park Dr. Feedback regarding the current configuration which lack
pedestrian infrastructure led to new recommendations including the installation of high visibility crosswalks
and curb ramps to be installed on all legs and corners of the intersection.

Updated Projects







Project #47 – Willow Rd & Middlefield. The following updates have been added to provide better access for
all modes to the Willows neighborhood:
o Remove westbound Willow Rd channelized right turn, and modify signal to include westbound right‐
turn overlap
o Modify traffic signal to included protected northbound and southbound left‐turn phasing.
o Restripe northbound Middlefield Rd approach to include one left‐turn lane, one through lane, one bike
lane, and one right‐turn lane.
o Restripe southbound Middlefield Rd approach to include one left‐turn lane, one through lane, one
through‐right turn lane, and one bike lane.
o Extend bike box on northbound Middlefield Rd approach to encompass both the left‐turn lane and the
through lane.
o Install bike boxes on the eastbound and westbound Willow Rd approaches.
Project #61 – Coleman Ave from Ringwood Ave to Willow Rd. Several comments were received regarding
the need for enhanced bicycle infrastructure on Coleman Avenue. Rather than a Class III Bike Route, Class II
Bike Lanes are recommended within the city limits which will require removing on street parking along at least
one side of the street.
Project #70 – Middlefield Rd & Woodland Ave. In conjunction with the recommendations at Willow
Rd/Middlefield Rd, updated pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure recommendation at the intersection of
Middlefield Rd/Woodland Ave include crosswalks on all legs, a two‐way cycle track, and bicycle signal.
Project #75 – Laurel St from Burgess Dr to Willow Rd. To better connect residential land uses with frequently
visited destinations in Menlo Park via quality bicycle infrastructure, Class II Bike Lanes are being proposed
rather than a Class III Bike Route. The recommendation intends to enhance safety as well as entice additional
residents to use alternative modes of transportation.
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Project #138 ‐ Altschul Ave from Avy Ave to Sharon Rd. Several comments were submitted regarding the
condition of the existing street, specifically citing safety issues relating to school‐age children walking and
cycling along the segment. It is recommended that a contraflow Class II Bicycle Lane be established.

Removed Projects
In support of the Willow Road/US 101 overpass project which includes quality connections to bike lanes on Willow
Road, recommendations #33/#34 proposing alternative bike routes have been removed from the project
list. Project #35 was also removed as it proposed to disconnect future bike lanes along Willow Road. The removed
recommendations are outlined below:









Project #33 – Menalto Ave from O'Brien Dr to US 101
o Designate Class III Bicycle Route
o Implement Bicycle Boulevard Design Features
o Coordinate with City of East Palo Alto and Caltrans
Project #34 – Menalto Ave & US 101
o Construct Pedestrian & Bicycle Crossing over US 101 at Menalto Ave
o Coordinate with City of East Palo Alto and Caltrans
Project #35 – Willow Rd between Bayfront Expy & US 101
o Roadway Widening Option
 Implement Bus Lanes
 Maintain median
 Remove bicycle lanes
 Install TSP for queue jump
o Median Removal Option
 Remove median and bicycle lanes
 Implement bus lanes
 Install TSP for queue jump
Project #60 – College Ave & University
o Designate Class III Bicycle Route
o Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features
Project #121 – College Ave & University
o Install compact roundabout
Project #122 – Cambridge Ave & University
o Install compact roundabout

Other Projects Added



Project #184 – Marsh Rd between Page St and Florence St
o Install sidewalk along north side of the roadway (requires removal of parking and landscaping)
Project #185 ‐ Dumbarton Corridor Rail Crossing
o

Construct pedestrian and bicycle crossing over Dumbarton Rail corridor to Onetta Harris Community
Center



Project #186 ‐ Chrysler Dr from Constitution to Commonwealth



Project #187 ‐ Ringwood Ave & Arlington Wy



Project #188 ‐ El Camino Real from Creek Dr to Cambridge Ave
o Widen sidewalk on east side of El Camino Real (requires relocation of landscaping)
Project #189 ‐ University Dr from Oak Grove to Santa Cruz

o
o



o

Establish Class II Bike Lanes (requires removal of parking)
Evaluate new crosswalk on one side of Ringwood

Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes on University Drive (requires removal of parking on at least one side)
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Project #190 ‐ O'Connor Street from Elliott Dr to Cty Limit



Project #191 ‐ Menalto Ave between O'Connor and Haight



Project #192 - Valparaiso Ave and Politzer
o Install RRFB at crosswalk on Valparaiso
Project #193 – Menlo Avenue between El Camino Real and University Dr

o
o



o
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Close sidewalk gaps on east and west sides of O'Connor St (requires removal of parking and landscaping)
Close sidewalk pathway gap on south side of Menalto Ave (requires removal of parking and landscaping)

Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes on Menlo Ave (requires removal of parking at least one side)

Project Prioritization and Phasing
After incorporating OCC and public feedback, the updated projects will be ranked based on whether or not the
project satisfied the prioritization criteria. As presented in the Draft Strategies and Recommendations Working
Paper, each project will be assessed based on criterion which promote the overarching goals. After each project is
ranked, the scoring system will be refined to make sure projects meet the goals of the TMP document. Each project
will then receive a priority (low, medium, and high) as well as a completion horizon (short, medium, and long) to
better inform decision makers throughout the planning process. The prioritization criteria and suggested scoring
to be applied to each project is summarized below:


Cost – overall cost of the proposed improvement and potential to receive funding through private development
or partner projects. The assumed costs for each project will not be used to calculate the ranking of each project,
but are provided for comparative purposes.



Ease of Implementation – projects that are either already funded, can be implemented quickly, or have a
higher likelihood for funding from outside sources, such as state or federal grant funding.
o Projects including parking removal = 1 point
o Projects primarily consisting of striping = 2 points



Sensitive Population – projects located within a “Community of Concern” or would help balance
improvements between neighborhoods.
o Projects located within a Community of Concern = 1 point



Transportation Sustainability – projects that promote trips by modes that produce fewer emissions and
creates healthier communities.
o Projects considered to promote fewer emissions and healthier communities = 1 point



Safety – projects that have the potential to reduce the number of collisions and improve the perceived comfort
of the transportation network.
o Projects comprised of safety improvements where no collisions have been recorded = 1 point
o Projects comprised of safety improvements at known collision locations = 2 points
o Projects comprised of major safety improvements where a high number of collisions have been
recorded = 3 points



School Nearby – projects that are related to Safe Routes to School or improve connectivity for school‐aged
children to travel by bicycling, walking, or transit.
o Projects located within a ¼‐mile of a school = 1 point
o Projects located adjacent to a school = 2 Points
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Congestion Relief – projects that have the potential to improve the level of service on a roadway or at an
intersection or reduce queueing, travel time, or roadway speeds.
o Projects consisting of striping improvements related to congestion relief = 1 point
o Projects consisting of a signal timing update or a change in intersection control to improve traffic
operations = 2 points
o Projects consisting of major intersection or roadway improvements that significantly improve traffic
flow = 3 points



Greenhouse Gas Reduction / Person Throughput – projects that have the potential to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions, can reduce the per service population VMT to help achieve air quality, climate change, and
congestion reduction goals or improve person throughput without increasing transportation network
congestion.
o Projects which have the potential to assist in achieving the City’s Climate Action Plan goals = 1 point



Green Infrastructure – projects that have the potential to support stormwater treatment and groundwater
recharge systems, pervious pavement and gutters, and trash capture elements.
o Projects which support the installation green infrastructure of the City’s stormwater and groundwater
reserves = 1 point

The project rankings will be further augmented based on how the project fulfills each of the three primary goals
noted below. If a project fulfilled more than one goal, then the ranking of that project will be increased based on
how many goals the project fulfilled. The three primary goals of the Transportation Master Plan (TMP) are
summarized below:


Safety Goal ‐ Per ConnectMenlo, transportation safety has been indicated as a City priority. The City has
established a “Vision Zero” goal, defined as striving to achieve zero fatalities and reducing non‐fatal collisions
by 50 percent on the transportation system of the City by 2040. This goal is pursued through the following
efforts: (1) project prioritization through Capital Improvement Plan projects, (2) engineering, (3) education, and
(4) enforcement to create safer streets by slowing vehicle traffic and reducing the impacts associated with
vehicle travel.
The TMP builds upon these initiatives by analyzing collision history to identify hot spots, identifying
improvement measures which are known to reduce collisions, ensuring equitable improvements, and assessing
phasing and funding for the recommendations.



Mobility Choice Goal ‐ Another ConnectMenlo goal is to increase accommodations for all modes, in particular
encouraging pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit options to increase mobility choice. This is to be done for
pedestrians and cyclists through a “complete streets” program that provides for safe and efficient pedestrian
and bicyclist use through improvements such as additional access and safety improvements, removing both
physical and administrative barriers, and regional programs with nearby cities. For transit riders,
ConnectMenlo specifies promoting transit use and development, in particular along the Caltrain and
Dumbarton rail corridors.
The Downtown Specific Plan emphasizes pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit riders along El Camino Real and in
the downtown area as a means of increasing mobility choice. It also details a pedestrian and cyclist network
connecting throughout downtown, along with expanded shuttle service and accommodation of bus rapid
transit along the El Camino Corridor.
The TMP prioritizes sustainability through multimodal projects which promote the needs of pedestrians,
bicyclists, and transit riders as detailed in ConnectMenlo and the Downtown Specific Plan. In addition, these
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documents support travel demand management strategies aimed at reducing the need for single‐occupant
vehicle trips. Methods to achieve this listed in the Downtown Specific Plan include subsidizing transit fares,
possibly through employers, providing bike facilities such as parking and showers, van pool programs,
guaranteed ride home programs in case of an emergency, and car and bike share programs.


Sustainability Goal ‐ Sustainability is a key goal of Connect Menlo, and aligns with the City’s adopted Climate
Action Plan to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Transportation activities produce 40% of the
community’s total emissions, making it one of the largest contributors to climate change. The City has adopted
a GHG reduction goal of 27% for citywide emissions. In addition, there are GHG reduction strategies in the
recent adoption of the ConnectMenlo Plan that include further GHG reduction strategies to incorporate in the
TMP.
The TMP provides a significant opportunity to innovate and prioritize transportation projects that will reduce
locally generated greenhouse gas emissions. These strategies rely on optimizing car sharing, bike sharing,
carpooling, transit, bicycling, walking, and other forms of non‐fuel modes of transportation or alternative fuel
projects to achieve the council adopted goal. Projects comprised of attributes with the potential to reduce
local greenhouse gas emissions were considered more attractive as they have the potential to bring innovation
to the City as well as contribute to the City’s reduction target.

Following the analysis of each project based on the prioritization criteria and their alignment with each of the three
goals, the TMP projects will then be further assessed based on the primary mode of travel, (bicycle, pedestrian,
transit, and vehicular), in order to prioritize improvements that are most appropriate for the location of the project.
The mode of travel in conjunction with the project’s respective Street Classification will be used as a multiplier to
determine the final project priority. For example, a bicycle project on a street that was classified as a “Bicycle
Boulevard” would receive the highest multiplier.
The final rankings will be separated into High, Medium, and Low priority projects based on their respective scores.
Each group of priorities will then be further divided in to Short‐, Medium‐, and Long‐term projects based on their
respective completion horizons. The phasing and priority will be shared with the OOC and the general public
through the second round of public engagement.

Public Engagement
The TMP project team will facilitate a second round of public engagement to seek additional feedback on the draft
project list, project ranking and phasing. This second round of outreach will utilize a geographic information system
(GIS) based online‐tool to map each project with the project description, ranking priority, and phasing. This online
tool will allow the OOC and general public to provide feedback on the ranking priority of each individual project.
An in‐person community open house, expected in February or March 2019, will also be held to present the list of
prioritized projects and to solicit additional feedback. Input gathered through the public engagement process will
inform the refinement of the strategies, project recommendations, phasing and prioritization to be included in the
Draft TMP.

Implementation Strategy
As mentioned previously, the OCC and community feedback will inform the development of Draft TMP document.
The TMP document will provide City decision makers and staff with a priority framework to plan and implement
infrastructure and policy improvements throughout the City of Menlo Park. All of the projects included in the TMP
are feasible, regardless of the priority or the expected completion horizon. Moving forward, the implementation of
projects included in the draft recommendations list will be based on a combination of project prioritization, phasing,
potential implementing partners and available funding or financing opportunities.
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As the recommendations range from capacity and operational improvements to transit, shuttle and TDM programs,
it is important to note that ConnectMenlo is the document which serves to promote the vision, goals, and
performance metrics established by the City. The implementation strategy to execute projects included in the TMP
will tie together all transportation projects aimed at enhancing the existing transportation network in accordance
with ConnectMenlo. Development of the Draft Transportation Master Plan will ultimately lead to an update of the
City’s Transportation Impact Fee program, which allows the City to collect funds from new and proposed
development projects toward construction of the improvements identified.
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Bayfront Expy
& Marsh Rd

Bayfront Expy
Multimodal
Corridor Project

Recommended Improvements
 Modify southbound Haven Ave to left turn,
shared through-right and right-turn lane
 Install Bicycle and Pedestrian crossing
upgrades
Funded Improvement
 Widen eastbound Marsh Rd to 3 right turn
lanes
 Install crosswalk and pedestrian signal heads
on south Bayfront Expy leg
 Install Class I Multi-Use Path along eastbound
Marsh Rd

PF













Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects









SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



MOBILITY CHOICE



$$$

GOALS

SAFETY



Construct Class I Multi-Use Path from Marsh
Rd to Atherton Channel
Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes from Haven
Court to Atherton Channel
Install Bicycle and Pedestrian crossing
upgrades

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF

Bayfront Expy
Multimodal
Corridor Project

SCHOOL NEARBY

Haven Ave
from Marsh
Rd to Haven
Court

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS
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SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT
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Funded Improvements
 Install second eastbound Chilco St left-turn
lane and a longer right turn lane
 Install high-visibility crosswalk on west Chilco
St leg
 Install Bicycle crossing markings on Bayfront
Expy

F







Funded Improvement
 Construct Pedestrian and Bicycle Crossing
over Bayfront Expy between Chilco St and
Willow Rd

F







Bayfront Expy
& Chilco St

Bicycle and
Pedestrian
Crossing

Bayfront Expy
Multimodal
Corridor Project

Bayfront Expy
Multimodal
Corridor Project













Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects







SUSTAINABILITY



MOBILITY CHOICE



SAFETY

F

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

Funded Improvements
 Install a second northbound Chrysler Dr leftturn lane
 Install crosswalk and pedestrian signal heads
on north Bayfront Expy Leg
 Install bicycle crossing markings on Bayfront
Expy
 Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes on Chrysler Dr
and remove on-street parking
 Install high-visibility crosswalk on west
Chrysler Dr leg

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

Bayfront Expy
Multimodal
Corridor Project
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RELIEF

Bayfront Expy
& Chrysler Dr

SCHOOL NEARBY

SAFETY
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Funded Improvement
 Install 2 left turn lanes on northbound Bayfront
Expy approach and a traffic signal

F









7

Bayfront Expy
& Facebook
Bldg 20

Bayfront Expy
Multimodal
Corridor Project

Funded Improvement
 Restrict use of left turn lane to shuttles only on
northbound Bayfront Expy, shorten left-turn
lane, and autos restricted to right-in-right-out
only on Facebook Driveway approach

F
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LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

GOALS

COST

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



Bayfront Expy

Bayfront Expy
Multimodal
Corridor Project



Install shoulder-running peak hour bus lane on
Bayfront Expy
Install TSP at signalized intersections



PP









Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects



SUSTAINABILITY





MOBILITY CHOICE



SAFETY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE





GOALS

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



Bayfront Expy
Multimodal
Corridor Project

CONGESTION
RELIEF



Bayfront Expy
& Willow Rd

SCHOOL NEARBY

SAFETY

$$$

PROJECT DETAILS

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

Install bike signals across north Bayfront Expy
leg and west Willow Rd leg
Install high-visibility crosswalks and cross-bike
markings
Reconstruct eastbound Willow Rd right-turn
channelizing island to improve pedestrian
access and provide space for shoulder-running
bus lane
Remove
southbound
Bayfront
Expy
channelizing island to provide space for
shoulder-running bus lane and restripe with a
right-turn lane and add right-turn overlap
phase
Modify traffic signal to accommodate
channelized right turn modifications
Install Transit Signal Priority (TSP) for queue
jumps by shoulder-running buses on
northbound and southbound Bayfront Expy
approaches

PROJECT



9

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

8

LOCATION

COST

NO.

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA











DETAILED
PROJECT LIST







Implement Dumbarton Transportation Corridor
Study alternative with improved mixed flow and
managed lane connections, including grade
separations with revised access at University
Ave, Willow Rd, Chilco St, Marsh Rd, and
Chrysler Dr

PP



PP





PP





12

Dumbarton
Rail

Dumbarton
Corridor Project



Support reactivation of Dumbarton Rail service
between East Bay and Peninsula

13

Dumbarton
Dumbarton
Rail Corridor
Corridor Project
Trail from
Marsh Rd to
University Ave



Construct Class I Multi-Use Path

















Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects























SUSTAINABILITY





MOBILITY CHOICE

Dumbarton
Corridor Project



SAFETY

Bayfront Expy

11

F

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

Funded Improvement
 Construct Class I Multi-Use Path on north
side of Willow Rd

GOALS

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project Facebook
Mitigation

CONGESTION
RELIEF

Willow Rd
from
Dumbarton
Rail Corridor
to Hamilton
Ave

SCHOOL NEARBY

10

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

15

Constitution
Constitution Dr
Dr from
Bicycle Network
Chrysler St to Improvement
Independence
Dr

Funded Improvement
 Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes

F











Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects







SUSTAINABILITY



MOBILITY CHOICE

$$$

SAFETY



Bay Rd to Florence St: Establish Class II
Buffered Bicycle Lanes in both directions
(requires removal of parking on the north side
of street)
Florence St to Scott Dr: Establish Class II
Buffered Bicycle Lanes in both directions.
Remove or modify existing median to allow the
eastbound bike lane to be transitioned to the
left of the right-most eastbound through lane at
Scott Dr

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

Marsh Rd
Bicycle Network
Improvement

CONGESTION
RELIEF

Marsh Rd
from Bay Rd
to Scott Dr

SCHOOL NEARBY

14

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

Chrysler Dr
Intersection
Improvements



Install traffic roundabout or signalize

18

Chrysler Dr & Chrysler Dr
Independence Intersection
Dr
Improvements



Install traffic roundabout or signalize

19

Constitution
Dr from
Independence
Dr to Chilco St



Install sidewalk on both sides of the roadway,
to be completed in phases as the properties on
Constitution Dr are redeveloped

Constitution Dr
Pedestrian
Network
Improvement

































PF





$$$





$$$



$$





Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY

MOBILITY CHOICE

Chrysler Dr &
Jefferson Dr

SAFETY

17

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

Recommended Improvements
 Install westbound Chrysler Dr left turn lane
(widening of Chrysler Dr west of Constitution
Dr may be required pending final design)
 Install crosswalks across all legs
Funded Improvement
 SignalizeInstall traffic signal
 Modify and add lane on eastbound Chrysler Dr
approach to shared left/through lane and
shared though/right lane

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

Menlo Gateway
Mitigation

CONGESTION
RELIEF

Constitution
Dr & Chrysler
Dr

SCHOOL NEARBY

16

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

22

23

Facebook
Facebook
from Chilco St Mitigation
to Bicycle and
Pedestrian
Crossing

Funded Improvement
 Construct Class I Multi-Use Path

Hamilton Ave Facebook
from Chilco St Mitigation
to Market Pl

Funded Improvement
 Designate Class III Bicycle Route







F





F







F





















Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects



SUSTAINABILITY

Funded Improvements
 Install traffic signal and two westbound Chilco
St left turn lanes
 Install eastbound Chilco St left turn lane
 Widen Chilco St from Constitution Dr to
Bayfront Expy to five lanes (three westbound
and two eastbound)



MOBILITY CHOICE

Facebook
Mitigation

$$

SAFETY

Chilco St &
Constitution
Dr

21



Install sidewalk on both sides of the roadway,
to be completed in phases as the properties on
Jefferson Dr are redeveloped
Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (requires
removal of on-street parking)

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

Jefferson Dr
Multimodal
Network
Improvement

CONGESTION
RELIEF

Jefferson Dr
from Chrysler
Dr to
Constitution
Dr

SCHOOL NEARBY

20

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

26

27

28

Chilco St from Facebook
Dumbarton
Mitigation
Rail to Ivy Dr

Funded Improvement
 Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes from
Dumbarton Rail Right-of-Way to Hamilton Ave
 Designate Class III Bicycle Route from
Hamilton Ave to Ivy Dr

Ivy Dr from
Willow Rd to
Market Pl

Belle Haven
Bicycle Network
Improvement
Project



Hamilton Ave
from Willow
Rd to Chilco
St

Belle Haven
Bicycle Network
Improvement
Project




Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features

Ivy Dr from
Willow Rd to
Chilco St

Ivy Dr Pedestrian 
Network
Improvement


Widen sidewalks on both sides of Ivy Dr and
narrow existing median
Coordinate with San Francisco Public Utilities
Commission

Newbridge St Newbridge St
from Market Pl Pedestrian
to Carlton Ave Network
Improvement













F



































Designate Class III Bicycle Route

Widen sidewalks on both sides of the
roadway by narrowing the travel lanes

$$

$



Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY

$

MOBILITY CHOICE



SAFETY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY

F

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

25

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

24

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

GOALS

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

33

Adams Dr
Pedestrian and
Bicycle Network
Improvement



University Ave University Ave &
& Adams Dr
Adams Dr
Intersection
Improvements




O'Brien Dr
from Willow
Rd to
University Ave

O'Brien Dr
Pedestrian
Network
Improvement

Funded Improvements
 Install sidewalk on both sides of the roadway,
to be completed in phases, as the properties
on O'Brien Dr are redeveloped
 Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (requires
removal of on-street parking)

Menalto Ave
from O'Brien
Dr to US 101

Menalto Ave
Pedestrian
Network
Improvement







Install sidewalk on both sides of the roadway,
to be completed in phases, as the properties
are redeveloped
Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes
Install traffic signal
Coordinate with City of East Palo Alto and
Caltrans

Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard Design Features
Coordinate with City of East Palo Alto and
Caltrans



PF























$$

F

$















Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects





SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF



MOBILITY CHOICE

Adams Dr
from O'Brien
Dr to
University Ave

F

SAFETY

Funded Improvement
 Install sidewalks on east side of roadway

SCHOOL NEARBY

32

Pierce Rd
Pierce Rd
from Market Pl Pedestrian
to Carlton Ave Network
Improvement

SAFETY

31

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

30

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

29

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

GOALS

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

35

36

Menalto Ave & Menalto Ave
US 101
Pedestrian &
Bicycle
Overcrossing



Willow Rd b/w Willow Rd
Bayfront Expy Corridor
& US 101
Improvement
Project Alternative A

Roadway Widening Option
 Implement Bus lanes
 Maintain median
 Remove bicycle lanes
 Install TSP for queue jump
Median Removal Option
 Remove median and bicycle lanes
 Implement Bus lanes
 Install TSP for queue jump

Willow Rd b/w Willow Rd
Bayfront Expy Corridor
& US 101
Improvement
Project Alternative B








Construct Pedestrian & Bicycle Crossing over
US 101 at Menalto Ave
Coordinate with City of East Palo Alto and
Caltrans

No widening
Buses allowed to use existing right turn lane at
O’Brien location for queue jump with TSP
Bicycle lanes would remain

$$





SUSTAINABILITY

MOBILITY CHOICE






SAFETY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

$$$$

GOALS

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY

PP

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

34

LOCATION

COST

NO.

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA





Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects













DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project





39

Willow Rd &
Ivy Dr

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project






Modify southbound Hamilton Ave to shared
left-thru lane and time of day right turn lane
Implement evening peak period parking
restriction on west side of southbound
Hamilton Ave for 400 feet to increase right-turn
storage
Modify northbound and southbound Hamilton
Ave to split phase

$$





Install right-turn overlap on southbound Ivy Dr
and restrict eastbound Willow Rd U-turns
Widen pedestrian refuge island to match
crosswalk width on east Willow Rd leg
Convert existing crosswalks to high-visibility
crosswalks
Extend pedestrian crossing time

$$































Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF



MOBILITY CHOICE

Willow Rd &
Hamilton Ave



Install eastbound Willow Rd one-way Class IV
separated bikeway between Hamilton Ave and
US 101 Willow Rd interchange
$$$$
Install westbound Willow Rd one-way Class IV
separated bikeway between Dumbarton Rail
Corridor and US 101 Willow Rd interchange

SCHOOL NEARBY



SAFETY

Willow Rd b/w Willow Rd
Bayfront Expy Corridor
& US 101
Improvement
Project –
Alternative C

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT DETAILS

GOALS

SAFETY

38

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

37

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST





Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project



Convert existing crosswalks to high-visibility
crosswalks
Modify signal timing to lead-lag operation on
Newbridge St with the leading left-turn phase
on the southbound Newbridge St approach
and lagging left-turn phase on the northbound
Newbridge St approach

$













Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project

Funded Improvement
 Reconstruct interchange to partial cloverleaf
design with Class IV Separated Bikeway and
Class II Bicycle Lanes and install two new
traffic signals (Under Construction)

F















Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY

Willow Rd &
US 101
Interchange



MOBILITY CHOICE

42

Willow Rd &
Newbridge St



SAFETY

41

$$

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



Install curb ramps at all corners of intersection
Install high-visibility crosswalks on all legs and
add pedestrian signals (including new
crosswalks crossing Willow Rd)
Install bulb-outs into O'Brien Dr on northeast
and southeast corners

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT




CONGESTION
RELIEF

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project

SCHOOL NEARBY

Willow Rd &
O'Brien Dr

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

40

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA





















DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

44

Willow Rd
from Bay Rd
to O'Keefe St

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project






Establish Class II Bicycle Lane on eastbound
Willow Rd from O'Keefe St to Bay Rd,
connecting to US 101 Willow Rd interchange
bicycle facilities
Establish Class II Bicycle Lane on westbound
Willow Rd from Bay Rd to Durham St
Remove or reconstruct existing median to
allow for Class II Bicycle Lanes where right-ofway is insufficient

$$













Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects









SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



MOBILITY CHOICE



$$

GOALS

SAFETY





Modify southbound Bay Rd to two left turn
lanes and a right-turn lane
Narrow existing median on north Bay Rd leg
Install westbound Willow Rd right-turn lane
Install high-visibility crosswalk on east Willow
Rd leg with curb ramps
Install pedestrian signals

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project

SCHOOL NEARBY

Willow Rd &
Bay Rd

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

43

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST









46

Willow Rd &
Gilbert Ave

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project















Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects





SUSTAINABILITY

$

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project

MOBILITY CHOICE

Install a painted median and vertical traffic
control device (e.g. planters, bollards) around
heritage oak on Gilbert Ave 150 feet north of
Willow Rd
Prohibit parking for a distance of 40 feet to the
north and south of the oak tree on the east side
of Gilbert Ave
Restrict on-street parking on Gilbert Ave South
of Willows Rd during school hours
Evaluate protected-permitted left-turn phasing
on Willow Road

Willow Rd &
Coleman Ave

SAFETY



45

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



PROJECT DETAILS

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY



PROJECT

CONGESTION
RELIEF

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

$$

LOCATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

Install right-turn lane on southbound Coleman
Ave approach (requires removal of on-street
parking for 150 feet along the west side of
Coleman Ave)
Refresh decorative crosswalk
Install bike detection on the southbound
Coleman Ave approach
Evaluate protected-permitted left-turn phasing
on Willow Road

NO.

SAFETY

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST









Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



MOBILITY CHOICE

$$$

SAFETY



GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



CONGESTION
RELIEF



Remove westbound Willow Rd channelized
right turn, and modify signal to include
westbound right-turn overlap
Modify traffic signal to included protected
northbound and southbound left-turn phasing.
Restripe northbound Middlefield Rd approach
to include one left-turn lane, one through lane,
one bike lane, and one right-turn lane.
Restripe southbound Middlefield Rd approach
to include one left-turn lane, one through lane,
one through-right turn lane, and one bike lane.
Extend bike box on northbound Middlefield Rd
approach to encompass both the left-turn lane
and the through lane. through lanes
Install bike boxes on the eastbound and
westbound Willow Rd approaches.
Construct pedestrian facilities on east side of
Middlefield Rd between Woodland Ave and
Willow Rd

SCHOOL NEARBY



SAFETY

Willow Rd &
Willow Rd
Middlefield Rd Corridor
Improvement
Project

PROJECT DETAILS

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

47

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA









DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

49

50

51

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project



Willow Rd
between
Bayfront Expy
& Newbridge
St

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project



Bay Rd from
Del Norte Ave
to Ringwood
Ave

Flood Park
Triangle
Improvement
Project



Willow Rd

$$$

Install new green bike paint treatments from
Bayfront Expy to Bay Rd and refresh existing
green bike paint treatments from Bay Rd to
Middlefield Rd at interaction zones on Willow
Rd

$



$



PF



Work with Caltrans to modify signal timing at
Caltrans intersections to include All-Red
clearance time

Install sidewalk along east side of Bay Rd to
provide access to Flood County Park























Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SAFETY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



SUSTAINABILITY




MOBILITY CHOICE



Construct at-grade reversible bus lane in the
median without widening Willow Rd
Remove existing median, retain Class II
Bicycle Lanes
Expand existing side islands
Evaluate protected-permitted left-turn phasing
on Willow Road

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project

GOALS

SCHOOL NEARBY

Willow Rd b/w
Durham StHospital Pz &
Middlefield Rd

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

48

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA















DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

53

Sonoma Ave
Flood Park
& Oakwood Pl Triangle
Improvement
Project



Bay Rd &
Ringwood
Ave-Sonoma
Ave



Flood Park
Triangle
Improvement
Project



Convert the west legs Sonoma Ave and
Ringwood Ave to one-way couplets with
Ringwood Ave serving eastbound traffic and
Sonoma Ave serving westbound traffic
Bay Rd/Ringwood Ave becomes a four-legged
intersection
Add left-turn lanes, as deemed necessary
during design phase, on eastbound Ringwood
Ave and south northbound Bay Rd legs
approaches (requires full use of public right-ofway and this would require the removal of
existing landscaping and the relocation of
existing utilities)
Install traffic signal




Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features




54

Ringwood Ave
from Bay Rd
to Van Buren
Rd

Flood Park
Triangle
Improvement
Project

Install compact roundabout or neighborhood
traffic circle (or other vertical delineator)
around existing tree to increase visibility











Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects









SUSTAINABILITY

$$

MOBILITY CHOICE



SAFETY



GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

$$$

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY

$

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

PROJECT

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

52

LOCATION

COST

NO.

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

56

Van Buren Rd Flood Park
from Iris Ln to Triangle
Bay Rd
Improvement
Project



Bay Rd from
Flood Park
Van Buren Rd Triangle
to Willow Rd
Improvement
Project





57

58

Designate Class III Bicycle Route

Upgrade existing off-street path to Class I
Multi-Use Path along west side of Bay Rd and
integrate into proposed bicycle improvements
on Willow Rd
Coordinate with Veterans Administration
Medical Center

Menalto Ave
from US 101
to O'Keefe St

The Willows
Bicycle Network
Improvement
Project




Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features

Durham St
from Willow
Rd to Menalto
Ave

The Willows
Bicycle Network
Improvement
Project




Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features

$$













$$















$$















Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY

MOBILITY CHOICE

SAFETY

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY

$

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

55

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



60

61

The Willows
Bicycle Network
Improvement
Project




Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features

Coleman Ave Menlo Oaks
from
Bicycle Network
Ringwood Ave Improvement
to Willow Rd



Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes from Willow
Rd to City Limits (requires removal of parking
on one side of the street)
Coordinate with San Mateo County between
City Limits and Ringwood Ave regarding
bicycle facilities
Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features

Menalto Ave
from Durham
St to
Woodland Ave











$







$$















Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects





SUSTAINABILITY



MOBILITY CHOICE



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

$$

GOALS

SAFETY

Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features
on Gilbert Ave, Pope St, Walnut/O'Connor
streets, O'Keefe St, and O'Connor St
Construct Class I Multi-Use Path from Willow
Oaks Park to Pope Street (coordinate with
Ravenswood School District)

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT




CONGESTION
RELIEF

The Willows
Bicycle Network
Improvement
Project

SCHOOL NEARBY

The Willows

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

59

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



















SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT





CONGESTION
RELIEF

$$

SENSITIVE
POPULATION



MOBILITY CHOICE

Middlefield Rd Menlo-Atherton

&
High School Safe
Ravenswood Routes to School
Ave


$

GOALS

SAFETY



SCHOOL NEARBY

Seminary Dr
Menlo Oaks
from
Bicycle Network
Middlefield Rd Improvement
to Santa
Monica Ave

PROJECT DETAILS

SAFETY

63

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

62

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

Designate Class III Bicycle Route

Remove
eastbound
Ravenswood
Ave
channelized right-turn lane, install right-turn
overlap phase, modify signal timing
Install crosswalk and cross-bike markings on
north Middlefield Rd leg, install bike signal
Construct “jughandle” bicycle left-turn on east
side of Middlefield Road to allow bicycle leftturns onto Ravenswood Ave
Install “bicycle leaning rail” with push button for
bicycles to initiate crossing phase on
“jughandle” left-turn
Coordinate with Town of Atherton



Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects





DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

Install sidewalk or asphalt pathway on the
north side of Santa Monica Ave

$$















Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF



SUSTAINABILITY





MOBILITY CHOICE

Santa Monica
Ave Pedestrian
Network
Improvement

$$



SAFETY




Santa Monica
Ave from
Middlefield Rd
to Nash Ave

Install Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (HAWK) or
traffic signal with emergency pre-emption on
Middlefield Rd at Linfield Dr-Santa Monica Ave
Install "Keep Clear" striping at Menlo Fire
Protection District Station No. 1
Close sidewalk/pathway gap on eastern side of
Middlefield Rd between Linfield Dr and Santa
Monica Ave
Coordinate with Menlo Fire Protection District



GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE





66



SCHOOL NEARBY

Middlefield Rd Middlefield Rd
& Linfield Dr- Safety
Santa Monica Improvements
Ave

$

SAFETY

Middlefield Rd Menlo-Atherton

& Ringwood
High School Safe
Ave-D St
Routes to School 



65

Remove
southbound
Middlefield
Rd
channelized right turn
Reconstruct curb ramp and reduce curb radius
on northwest corner
Replace crosswalks on north and west legs
Install Two-Stage Left-Turn Queue Boxes for
cyclists traveling from Middlefield Rd to
Ringwood Ave

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

64

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

















DETAILED
PROJECT LIST





$























Designate Class III Bicycle Route

68

Linfield Dr
Linfield Oaks
from Waverley Bicycle Network
St to Laurel St Improvements



Designate Class III Bicycle Route

69

Middlefield Rd Middlefield Rd
from Willow
Multimodal
Rd to Palo
Improvements
Alto Ave



Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (City has a
plan line to allow for widening as properties are
redeveloped)
Coordinate with future potential Peninsula
Bikeway planning efforts

$$





Middlefield Rd Middlefield Rd
& Woodland
Multimodal
Ave
Improvements




Install a traffic signal
Install a crosswalk on the south Middlefield Rd
legInstall crosswalks on all intersection
approaches
Install bicycle crossing improvements to
connect Woodland Ave, Middlefield Rd, and
Palo Alto Ave

$$





70







Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY



MOBILITY CHOICE



SAFETY

$

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

Santa Monica
Ave Bicycle
Network
Improvement

CONGESTION
RELIEF

Santa Monica
Ave from
Coleman Ave
to Middlefield
Rd

SCHOOL NEARBY

67

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

Laurel St from Laurel St
Encinal Ave to Corridor
Glenwood Ave Improvement
Project



Laurel St &
Laurel St
Glenwood Ave Corridor
Improvement
Project





Install compact roundabout or sSignalize
intersection
Install traffic signal
Coordinate with Town of Atherton

Laurel St &
Noel Dr



Move mailbox out of path of travel on sidewalk

Laurel St
Corridor
Improvement
Project

Install sidewalk or asphalt pathway on western
side of Laurel St

$$

$













Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects









SUSTAINABILITY



MOBILITY CHOICE



$$

SAFETY



GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

73

PROJECT DETAILS

SAFETY

72

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

71

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (requires
removal of parking on both sides of the
street)Install green-backed sharrows on Class
III Bicycle Route

















Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects









SUSTAINABILITY

$



MOBILITY CHOICE

Laurel St from Laurel St
Burgess St to Corridor
Willow Rd
Improvement
Project



SAFETY

75

PF

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

Recommended Improvements
 Remove parking south of Ravenswood Ave on
west side of Laurel St for a distance of 150 feet
and shift northbound Laurel St lanes to add
bicycle lane to the left of right-turn lane
 Widen and modify eastbound Ravenswood
Ave to shared thru-left lane and a right turn
lane with the bicycle lane transitioning to the
left of the right turn lane
 Upgrade existing crosswalks to high-visibility
Funded Improvements
 Modify southbound Laurel St to left-turn lane
and shared thru-right lane
 Maintain existing Class II Bicycle Lanes
 Remove parking on west side of Laurel St
north of Ravenswood Ave for a distance of at
least 100 feet

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

Laurel St
Corridor
Improvement
Project

CONGESTION
RELIEF

Ravenswood
Ave & Laurel
St

SCHOOL NEARBY

74

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST




Convert angled on-street parking on both sides
of street to parallel parking, designate some
parking spaces as passenger loading zones
only from 6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. weekdays, 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays,
unrestricted time limit parking otherwise, with
at least three unrestricted ADA spaces
Remove duplicate driveway curb cuts
Designate Class III Bicycle Route

$$$





SUSTAINABILITY





MOBILITY CHOICE

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



SAFETY

Alma St from
Oak Grove
Ave to
Ravenswood
Ave

77

F

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

Funded Improvement
 Designate Class III Bicycle Route

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements

CONGESTION
RELIEF

Garwood Wy
from Encinal
Ave to Oak
Grove Ave

SCHOOL NEARBY

76

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA







Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects









DETAILED
PROJECT LIST




79

Alma St from
Ravenswood
Ave to
Burgess Dr

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements






80

Burgess Park

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



$$



Widen existing path to meet current Class I
Multi-Use Path design standards



Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY



MOBILITY CHOICE





SAFETY



Downtown
Mobility
Improvements

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

$$

Ravenswood
Caltrain
Crossing

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

Install sidewalk on the east side of Alma St to
connect to Burgess Park path
Upgrade crosswalks to high-visibility
Ensure project is consistent and provides
connectivity to Middle Ave Pedestrian and
Bicycle Rail Crossing
Construct green infrastructure

78

CONGESTION
RELIEF



PROJECT DETAILS

SCHOOL NEARBY

SAFETY



PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

PP

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

Safety improvement to separate Ravenswood
Ave from Caltrain tracks and Alma St to
eliminate at-grade vehicle, pedestrian, and
bicycle crossings
Alternative A, which would bring Ravenswood
Ave below the Caltrain tracks, was selected as
the preferred alternative, though additional
study is being conducted to explore other
options
Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes from Caltrain
Railroad tracks to Noel Drive
Coordinate with future potential Peninsula
Bikeway planning efforts

NO.

COST

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA



















DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



82

83

84

Encinal Ave
Downtown
from Garwood Mobility
Wy to El
Improvements
Camino Real



Merrill St from
Ravenswood
Ave to Oak
Grove Ave

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



El Camino
Real within
City Limits

El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project



Establish Class II 
Buffered Bicycle
Lanes with

Establish Class II Bicycle LanesDesignate
Class III Bicycle Route (requires removal of
parking on both sides of the street)









$









$









SUSTAINABILITY



MOBILITY CHOICE



SAFETY

PP

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



Construct pedestrian and bicycle crossing at El
Camino Real/Middle Ave intersection
Connect to future plaza, to be funded and
constructed via private development (Middle
Plaza)
Install pedestrian crossing improvements
across Alma St from Caltrain Crossing to
Burgess Park

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements

SCHOOL NEARBY

Middle Ave
Caltrain
Crossing

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

81

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

Designate Class III Bicycle Route

Encinal Ave to Valparaiso Ave-Glenwood
Ave: Remove parking along east side of El
Camino Real. Remove rightmost southbound
travel lane on El Camino Real, no parking
lane present southbound.
Valparaiso Ave-Glenwood Ave to Oak Grove
Ave: Remove parking along both sides of El
Camino Real.

$$$P
P







Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects









DETAILED
PROJECT LIST










Oak Grove Ave to Santa Cruz Ave: Remove
parking along both sides of El Camino Real.
Santa Cruz Ave to Ravenswood Ave-Menlo
Ave: Remove parking along west side of El
Camino Real. Designate Class III Bicycle
Route northbound along segment due to rightof-way constraints in lieu of Class II Buffered
Bicycle Lane.
Ravenswood Ave-Menlo Ave to Roble Ave:
Remove median for entire length of segment.
Widen sidewalk facility on east side of El
Camino Real to 15 feet for a Class I Multi-Use
Path in lieu of Class II Buffered Bicycle Lane.
Roble Ave to Middle Ave: Remove parking
along east side of El Camino Real.
Middle Ave to Cambridge Ave: Remove
parking along both sides of El Camino Real.
Cambridge Ave to Creek Dr: Remove parking
along both sides of El Camino Real.
Creek Dr to Sand Hill Rd: Widen existing
bridge over San Fransquito Creek or construct
a pedestrian and bicycle bridge to install a
Class 1 Multi-Use Path west of El Camino Real
to connect from Sand Hill Rd to Creek Dr.

Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY

MOBILITY CHOICE

SAFETY

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY

painted buffer
area in each
direction by
removing onstreet parking,
where
necessary, and
incorporating
pedestrian
crossing
improvements at
intersections

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



Transition bicycle lane into bicycle route and
install green-backed sharrows on right-turn
lane and green conflict striping approaching
the right-turn lane
Install crosswalk on south El Camino Real leg
Upgrade all crosswalks to high-visibility
Replace existing southbound El Camino Real
shared thru-right turn lane with right-turn lane





$$

Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects





SUSTAINABILITY

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF

SENSITIVE
POPULATION



MOBILITY CHOICE

Coordinate with future potential Peninsula
Bikeway planning efforts

GOALS

SAFETY



SCHOOL NEARBY

El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project

PROJECT DETAILS

SAFETY

El Camino
Real &
Encinal Ave

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

85

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

MOBILITY CHOICE









El Camino
Real & Oak
Grove Ave

El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project



Lengthen existing medians to install pedestrian
refuge islands on El Camino Real legs
Upgrade crosswalks on all legs to high-visibility
Transition bicycle lane into bicycle route and
install green-backed sharrows on right-turn
lane and green conflict striping approaching
the right-turn lane on northbound and
southbound El Camino Real




$$











Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY

SAFETY




GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE





GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project

CONGESTION
RELIEF

SCHOOL NEARBY



El Camino
Real &
Glenwood
AveValparaiso
Ave

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

$$$

PROJECT DETAILS

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

Restripe crosswalk on south El Camino Real
leg to straighten
Upgrade all crosswalks to high visibility
Transition bicycle lane into bicycle route and
install green-backed sharrows in right-turn lane
and green conflict striping approaching the
right-turn lane on northbound El Camino Real
Remove median on north El Camino Real leg
for a distance of approximately 300 feet
Install high-visibility conflict zone markings as
bicycle lane is brought to the left of the right
turn lane and restripe approach travel lanes on
southbound El Camino Real
Install bicycle lane line extensions through
intersection in the eastbound Valparaiso Ave
and westbound Glenwood Ave directions

PROJECT



87

SAFETY

86

LOCATION

COST

NO.

GOALS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

El Camino
Real &
Ravenswood
Ave-Menlo
Ave

El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project









Widen sidewalk facility to 15 feet to provide a
Class I Multi-Use Path on east side of El
Camino Real
Install northbound El Camino Real right-turn
overlap and bike signal and prohibit right-turn
on red movements
Remove median on south leg of El Camino
Real and install an additional northbound El
Camino Real right-turn lane
$$$$
Transition bicycle lane into bicycle route and
install green-backed sharrows on right-turn
lane and green conflict striping approaching
the right-turn lane on southbound El Camino
Real
Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes on westbound
Ravenswood Ave approach (requires fire
hydrant relocation and widening)















Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects









SUSTAINABILITY



MOBILITY CHOICE

89

$$

SAFETY



Transition bicycle lane into bicycle route and
install green-backed sharrows on right-turn
lane and green conflict striping approaching
the right-turn lane on southbound El Camino
Real
Install green-backed sharrows on right-turn
lane on northbound El Camino Real

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project

CONGESTION
RELIEF

El Camino
Real & Santa
Cruz Ave

SCHOOL NEARBY

88

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



Install bicycle lane line extensions through
intersection in the northbound and southbound
El Camino Real directions
Install high-visibility crosswalk on north El
Camino Real leg

$$





F





El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project



El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project

Recommended Improvements
 Continue buffered bicycle lane striping through
intersection
 Install bicycle crossing improvements in the
eastbound and westbound Middle Ave
directions
Funded Improvements
 Lengthen existing median on north leg of El
Camino Real to install pedestrian refuge island
 Install high-visibility crosswalk on south El
Camino Real leg
 Upgrade all crosswalks to high visibility
 Install southbound left-turn lane
 Install median on south El Camino Real leg

El Camino
Real & Roble
Ave

El Camino
Real & Middle
Ave





















CONGESTION
RELIEF



Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY



El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project

MOBILITY CHOICE



El Camino
Real & Live
Oak Ave

SAFETY



PROJECT DETAILS

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

$

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

Install bicycle lane line extensions through
intersection in the southbound El Camino Real
directions
Install high-visibility crosswalk across Live Oak
Ave

LOCATION

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

92

SAFETY

91

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

90

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project

Recommended Improvement
 Continue buffered bicycle lane striping through
intersection
Funded Improvements
 Lengthen existing medians to install pedestrian
refuge islands on north and south El Camino
Real legs
 Install crosswalk on south El Camino Real leg
 Upgrade all crosswalks to high-visibility

El Camino
Real &
Harvard Ave

El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project



crosswalk







$











F











$











across

Install high-visibility crosswalk across Harvard
Ave

Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY

El Camino
Real &
Cambridge
Ave

Install
high-visibility
Partridge Ave



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE





GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project

$

CONGESTION
RELIEF

El Camino
Real &
Partridge Ave

Install high-visibility crosswalk across College
Ave

SCHOOL NEARBY



SENSITIVE
POPULATION

El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project

MOBILITY CHOICE

96

El Camino
Real &
College Ave

SAFETY

95

PROJECT DETAILS

SAFETY

94

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

93

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

GOALS

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



98

Parking Plaza
1

Downtown
Specific Plan
Public Parking
Improvements





99

Parking Plaza
2

Downtown
Specific Plan
Public Parking
Improvements








Install "bulb-outs" and curb ramps on
northwest and southwest corners of
intersection
Install high-visibility crosswalk on west Creek
Dr leg
Install ADA compliant curb ramp for
southbound bridge crossing

$$$

In the short-term, restripe the existing parking
lot and update to current ADA standards
In the mid-term, begin underground utilities
work process
In the long-term, consider construction of a
parking structure as part of the Downtown
Specific Plan review process

PP





In the mid-term, begin underground utilities
work process
In the long-term, consider construction of a
parking structure as part of the Downtown
Specific Plan review process

PP





Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY



MOBILITY CHOICE



SAFETY



GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project

CONGESTION
RELIEF

El Camino
Real & Creek
Dr

SCHOOL NEARBY

97

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

100 Parking Plaza Downtown
3

Specific Plan
Public Parking
Improvements

101 Parking Plaza Downtown
4

Specific Plan
Public Parking
Improvements

102 Parking Plaza Downtown
5

Specific Plan
Public Parking
Improvements

103 Parking Plaza Downtown
6

Specific Plan
Public Parking
Improvements

104 Parking Plaza Downtown
7

Specific Plan
Public Parking
Improvements













In the mid-term, begin underground utilities
work process
In the long-term, consider construction of a
parking structure as part of the Downtown
Specific Plan review process
Reconstruct plaza to current ADA standards
and parking guidelines
Begin underground utilities work process
Reconstruct plaza to current ADA standards
and parking guidelines
Begin underground utilities work process
Reconstruct plaza to current ADA standards
and parking guidelines
Begin underground utilities work process
Reconstruct plaza to current ADA standards
and parking guidelines
Begin underground utilities work process

PP





$$





$$





$$$





$$$





Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY

MOBILITY CHOICE

SAFETY

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

CONGESTION
RELIEF

SCHOOL NEARBY

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

105 Parking Plaza Downtown
8

106 Downtown

Specific Plan
Public Parking
Improvements
Implement Paid
and TechnologyDriven Parking
Management

107 Oak Grove

Downtown
Ave from
Mobility
Middlefield
Improvements
RdCrane St to
University Dr

108 Oak Grove

Ave & Hoover
St

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements










109 Oak Grove

Ave &
Chestnut St

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



Reconstruct plaza to current ADA standards
and parking guidelines
Begin underground utilities work process
Monitor downtown parking and assess best
practices such as dynamic pricing schemes
and residential parking permits
Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes on Oak Grove
Ave (if pilot project is approved) between
Crane St and University Dr (requires parking
removal on the north side of the street)
Remove on-street parking space located on
Oak Grove Ave in the middle of the intersection
on the south side of Oak Grove Ave
Install high-visibility crosswalk on north Hoover
St leg
Install high-visibility crosswalk on across south
Chestnut St leg

$$





$$$





$$













$













$













Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY

MOBILITY CHOICE

SAFETY

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

CONGESTION
RELIEF

SCHOOL NEARBY

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

Ave between
El Camino
Real and
University Dr



112 Santa Cruz

Ave &
University Dr
(North)

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements




Install traffic signal
Install a bike boxes on the north and west legs











Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects







SUSTAINABILITY



MOBILITY CHOICE

$$

SAFETY



GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

$$$

SENSITIVE
POPULATION



Convert all angled parking to parallel on-street
parking
Install parklets on each block
Designate at least 60 feet toward flexible curb
use on each block face for passenger loading
and commercial loading with complementary
time restrictions for each activity
Widen sidewalks and update streetscape
design standards










Downtown
Mobility
Improvements





$

PROJECT DETAILS

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements

CONGESTION
RELIEF

111 Santa Cruz



Evaluate the installation of a westbound Oak
Grove Ave left turn lane during Bicycle Lane
design process (requires removal of parking
along north side of east Oak Grove Ave leg for
a distance of 50 ft.)
Install high-visibility crosswalks on all three
legs of intersection

PROJECT



SCHOOL NEARBY

Ave &
University Dr

SAFETY

110 Oak Grove

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

LOCATION

COST

NO.

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



Convert existing crosswalks to high-visibility
crosswalks

115 University Dr

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



Install high-visibility crosswalk

116 University Dr

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



Convert existing crosswalks to high-visibility
crosswalks

117 Middle Ave

Middle Ave
Mobility
Improvements

Funded Improvements
 Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (requires
removal of on-street parking on one side of the
street)

& Valparaiso
Ave

& Florence Ln

& Middle Ave

from El
Camino Real
to University
Dr













$







$











$











F









Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects



SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

MOBILITY CHOICE

114 University Dr

$

SAFETY



Remove westbound Menlo Ave right turn lane
Install bulb-out at northeast corner into Menlo
Ave
Replace crosswalk with straightened crossing

CONGESTION
RELIEF




SCHOOL NEARBY

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements

SAFETY

& Menlo Ave
(South)

PROJECT DETAILS

GOALS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

113 University Dr

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

Middle Ave
Mobility
Improvements

Funded Improvement
 Install RRFB and reconstruct curb ramp and
landing area

120 Blake St from

Allied Arts
Neighborhood
Project



Install sidewalk or asphalt pathway on at least
one side of Blake St

121 College Ave & Allied Arts



Install compact roundabout

122 Cambridge



Install compact roundabout

Blake St

Middle Ave to
College Ave
University Dr

Ave &
University Dr

Neighborhood
Project
Allied Arts
Neighborhood
Project

























$$





$$





$

Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY





GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

F



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



MOBILITY CHOICE

119 Middle Ave &

$

GOALS

SAFETY



Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (requires
removal of on-street parking on one side of the
street)
Install new sidewalk or replace existing asphalt
pathway on both sides of Middle Ave, to be
completed in phases as properties are
redeveloped

CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY

Middle Ave
Mobility
Improvements

SAFETY

from
University Dr
to Olive St

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

118 Middle Ave

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

124 San Mateo Dr West Menlo
from
Valparaiso
Ave to City
Limit

Mobility
Improvements

125 Santa Cruz

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements

Ave & San
Mateo Dr







126 Wallea Dr

from San
Mateo Dr to
San Mateo Dr

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements



Install asphalt pathway on the north side of
Arbor Rd

$$





Designate Class III Bicycle Route

Install more prominent wayfinding signage for
bike bridge
Install bulb-out on southwest corner into San
Mateo Dr
Install high-visibility crosswalk on south San
Mateo Dr leg

$













$













$













Designate Class III Bicycle Route

Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF

MOBILITY CHOICE



SAFETY

Mobility
Improvements

SCHOOL NEARBY

Valparaiso
Ave to Santa
Cruz Ave

SAFETY

123 Arbor Rd from West Menlo

PROJECT DETAILS

GOALS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

from
Valparaiso
Ave to Elder
Ct

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements

Recommended Improvements
 Install bulb-outs on on the northwest and
northeast corners into Middle Ave
 Install a high visibility crosswalk across the
east leg
 Install curb ramps on the northeast and
southeast corners
 Move existing curb ramp into extended area.
Restripe existing high-visibility crosswalk to
reduce crossing distance
Funded Improvement
 Install Rapid Rectangular Flashing Beacon
(RRFB)


Restrict on-street parking on the north side of
Elder Ave during school hours to provide a
clear walkway







Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects









SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE





GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

$



CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY

PF

MOBILITY CHOICE

128 Elder Ave

Mobility
Improvements

GOALS

SAFETY

& Middle Ave

SAFETY

127 San Mateo Dr West Menlo

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



Evaluate relocation of existing crosswalk

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements




Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements



Install new sidewalk or replace existing asphalt
pathway on both sides of Santa Cruz Ave, to
be completed in phases as properties are
redeveloped

130 Santa Cruz

West Menlo
Ave & Sharon Mobility
Rd-Oakdell Dr Improvements

131 Oakdell Dr

from Olive St
to Santa Cruz
Ave

132 Santa Cruz

Ave from
Olive St to
Orange Ave

$$



$







































Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY





GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

$$



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



MOBILITY CHOICE




$$

SAFETY



Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes between
Santa Cruz Ave and Middle Ave (requires
parking removal on at least one side of the
street)
Designate Class III Bicycle Route between
Middle Ave and Oak Ave
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features
Install High visibility crosswalk across the north
leg of the intersection at Stanford Ave and
Olive Ave

CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements

SAFETY

Oak Ave to
Santa Cruz
Ave

PROJECT DETAILS

GOALS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

129 Olive St from

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



134 Avy Ave from
Santa Cruz
Ave to Monte
Rosa Dr

135 Harkins Ave

from Altschul
Ave to 170
feet east of
Altschul Ave

136 Sharon Rd

from Altschul
Ave to
Alameda de
las Pulgas

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements



West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements



West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements





Install traffic signal
Reduce curb radius at southeast corner of
intersection
Bring bicycle lane to the left of the northbound
Santa Cruz Ave right-turn lane

$$$

Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (parking
removal required)
Coordinate with County on bicycle facility
connectivity

$$













Close pedestrian infrastructure gap on
northern side of Harkins Ave with sidewalk or
asphalt pathway

$













Install sidewalk on the north side of Sharon Rd
(requires parking removal on one side of the
street)

$













Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT





CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY



MOBILITY CHOICE




GOALS

SAFETY

West Menlo
Ave & Orange Mobility
Ave-Avy Ave
Improvements

SAFETY

133 Santa Cruz

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST




Designate southbound Class III Bicycle Route
Establish contraflow Class II Bicycle Lane
northbound (may require additional pavement)

139 Sharon Rd

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements



Designate Class III Bicycle Route

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements



West Menlo
Dr from Avy
Mobility
Ave to Sharon Improvements
Park Dr



140 Sharon Park

Dr from
Klamath Dr to
Eastridge Ave

141 Monte Rosa









$





Restrict on-street parking on Sharon Park Dr
during school hours to provide a clear walkway

$



$





GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT













































CONGESTION
RELIEF

SUSTAINABILITY

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements

from Sharon
Park Dr to
Alameda de
las Pulgas



$$

138 Altschul Ave

from Avy Ave
to Sharon Rd



$

MOBILITY CHOICE



Install curb ramp at southeast corner with
extended curb into Altschul Ave
Extend curb into Altschul Ave at existing ramp
at southwest corner such that resulting path of
travel is 24 feet across south leg of Altschul
Ave

SAFETY



GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

Mobility
Improvements

SCHOOL NEARBY

Harkins Ave

SAFETY

137 Altschul Ave & West Menlo

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

LOCATION

COST

NO.

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

Designate Class III Bicycle Route

Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects





SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



MOBILITY CHOICE

$

GOALS

SAFETY

Restrict on-street parking on the west east side
of Oak Ave during school hours to provide a
clear walkway

CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements

SAFETY

Oak Knoll Ln
to Sand Hill
Rd

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

142 Oak Ave from

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST












Reconstruct northwest corner and move
pedestrian signal pole and signal
pole for westbound traffic to meet ADA
requirements
Increase pedestrian crossing time
Convert existing north Oak Ave leg crosswalk
to high-visibility
Install wayfinding signage to trail
Install high-visibility crosswalks on west and
east Sand Hill Rd legs
Remove finger median located within
intersection
Install two-stage left-turn boxes on westbound
Sand Hill Rd and southbound Oak Ave
Install curb ramp at southeast corner of
intersection
Install sidewalk along south side of Sand Hill
Rd to close gap Install two-way bicycle signals
on northwest and southwest corners
Prohibit southbound Oak Ave and westbound
Sand Hill Rd right-turns on red

$$

Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects





SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF



MOBILITY CHOICE



GOALS

SAFETY

Corridor Project

SCHOOL NEARBY

Oak Ave

SAFETY

143 Sand Hill Rd & Sand Hill Rd

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



145 Sand Hill Rd & Sand Hill Rd

Santa Cruz
Corridor Project
Ave
Pedestrian
Network
Improvements

146 Sand Hill Rd & Sand Hill Rd
Sharon Park
Dr

Corridor Project




$$




Upgrade existing crosswalks to high-visibility
Install high-visibility crosswalk and pedestrian
signal heads on west leg of Sand Hill Rd
Would require construction of curb ramps and
reconstruction of existing median on west
Sand Hill Rd leg
Reconstruct nose in front of traffic signal on
east Sand Hill Rd leg to provide clear
crosswalk



$$$



















Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects













SUSTAINABILITY

Repair existing asphalt path along the south
side of Sand Hill Rd for a length of 400 feet
west of Santa Cruz Ave
Reconstruct path east of Santa Cruz Ave,
south of Sand Hill Rd to meet current Class I
Multi-Use Path design standards



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

$$

CONGESTION
RELIEF

Install high-visibility crosswalks
Install LED sign for southbound Santa Cruz
Ave right-turn on red restriction
Coordinate with San Mateo County

MOBILITY CHOICE




GOALS

SAFETY

Corridor Project

SCHOOL NEARBY

Santa Cruz
Ave

SAFETY

144 Sand Hill Rd & Sand Hill Rd

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA



DETAILED
PROJECT LIST









Widen pedestrian refuge islands to match
crosswalk widths on north and south Saga Wy
legs
Reconstruct nose in front of traffic signal on
west Sand Hill Rd leg to provide clear
crosswalk
Reduce curb radius of southwest and
southeast corners and reconstruct curb ramps
Upgrade existing crosswalks to high-visibility

$$











$













Reconstruct channelizing island to match
pedestrian refuge area to width of crosswalk on
Monte Rosa Dr leg
Upgrade crosswalks to high-visibility



Upgrade crosswalks to high-visibility













148 Sand Hill Rd & Sand Hill Rd
Saga Wy

Corridor Project






149 Sand Hill Rd & Sand Hill Rd
Monte Rosa
Wy

Corridor Project

150 Sand Hill Rd & Sand Hill Rd
2725-2775
Sand Hill Rd

Corridor Project



$



Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY

MOBILITY CHOICE



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

$$



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

Widen pedestrian refuge islands to match
crosswalk widths on north and south Branner
Dr legs
Reconstruct nose in front of traffic signal on
east Sand Hill Rd leg to provide clear
crosswalk
Upgrade crosswalks to high-visibility



CONGESTION
RELIEF

SAFETY

Corridor Project

SCHOOL NEARBY

Branner Dr

SAFETY

147 Sand Hill Rd & Sand Hill Rd

PROJECT DETAILS

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

PROJECT

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

LOCATION

COST

NO.

GOALS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



Modify the signal-timing plan during the p.m.
peak hour to increase the maximum allocation
of green time to the westbound Sand Hill Rd
approach
Add northbound right-turn lane on the I-280
northbound off-ramp

$$$

Establish Class II Bike Lanes
Support Caltrans District 4 Bike Plan Project
Number SM-101-X14 that calls for the
construction of an additional bicycle and
pedestrian bridge over US 101 north of
Marsh Road.

$$





$





I-280
Northbound
Ramps

Corridor Project



178

179

Marsh Rd
between
Independenc
e Dr to Scott
Dr

Marsh Road
Corridor Mobility
Project




Encinal Ave
between
Middlefield
Ave and
Train Tracks

Encinal Ave
Corridor Mobility
Project



Install sidewalk or pathway on the north side
of the street (requires removal of parking and
landscaping)









Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects











SUSTAINABILITY

MOBILITY CHOICE

152 Sand Hill Rd & Sand Hill Rd

SAFETY



Upgrade crosswalks to high-visibility

Corridor Project

GOALS
GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE





2882-2884
Sand Hill Rd

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



151 Sand Hill Rd & Sand Hill Rd

CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY

$

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST



Install a bulb-out on the southwest corner
extending into Encinal Ave

181

Santa Cruz
Ave &
University
Ave (South)

Santa Cruz Ave
Corridor Mobility
Project



Add a leading pedestrian phase at the
intersection

Sharon Rd &
Eastridge
Ave

Sharon Road
Corridor Mobility
Project




182



Stripe east curb face red
Install bulb-out on northeast corner
extending into Sharon Rd
Install high visibility crosswalk across the
west leg

183

Sharon Rd &
Sharon Park
Dr

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements




Install high visibility crosswalks on all legs
Install curb ramps at all corners

184

Marsh Rd
between
Page St and
Florence St

Marsh Rd
Pedestrian
Network
Improvement



Install sidewalk on north side of Marsh Rd
(requires the removal of parking and existing
landscaping.











$





$$







$

























CONGESTION
RELIEF

$





Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE





GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



$

MOBILITY CHOICE

Encinal Ave
Corridor Mobility
Project

GOALS

SAFETY

Encinal Ave
& Laurel Way

SCHOOL NEARBY

180

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

PROJECT

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

LOCATION

COST

NO.

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

188



Chrysler Dr
between
Constitution
Dr and
Commonwealth Dr

Chrysler Dr
Bicycle Network
Improvement



Ringwood
Ave &
Arlington Wy

Menlo-Atherton
High School
Safe Routes to
School



El Camino
Real
between
Creek Dr and
Cambridge
Ave

El Camino Real
Corridor
Improvement
Project



Construct pedestrian and bicycle crossing
over the Dumbarton Rail Corridor at the
Onetta Harris Community Center from Chilco
St to Terminal Ave







$























Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (requires
removal of parking)

Evaluate location for the construction of a
new crosswalk across Ringwood Ave

Widen existing sidewalk on east side of El
Camino Real (requires relocation of existing
landscaping)

$

$$





Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects



SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF

$$$

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

MOBILITY CHOICE

Dumbarton
Corridor Project

SAFETY

Dumbarton
Rail Corridor

SCHOOL NEARBY

187

PROJECT DETAILS

SAFETY

186

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

185

LOCATION

COST

NO.

GOALS

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

O’Connor St
between
Elliot Dr and
City Limits

The Willows
Pedestrian
Network
Improvement
Project



Menalto Ave
between
O’Connor St
and Haight St

The Willows
Pedestrian
Network
Improvement
Project



Valparaiso
Ave &
Politzer Dr

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements







$$





Install high visibility crosswalk on Valparaiso
Ave
Install RRFB and advanced yield striping

$$

























CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY

Construct sidewalk on the south side of
Menalto Ave (requires removal of parking
and landscaping)



Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



Construct sidewalk on the east and west side
of O’Connor St (requires removal of parking
and landscaping)

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

$$



SENSITIVE
POPULATION



$$

MOBILITY CHOICE

192



GOALS

SAFETY

191

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes on
University Dr (requires removal of parking on
at least one side of University Dr)

PROJECT DETAILS

University Dr
between Oak
Grove Ave
and Santa
Cruz Ave

SAFETY

190

PROJECT

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

189

LOCATION

COST

NO.

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED
PROJECT LIST

Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes on Menlo
Ave (requires the removal of on-street
parking on one side of the street)

Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects





SUSTAINABILITY

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT



CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY



SENSITIVE
POPULATION

$$

MOBILITY CHOICE



GOALS

SAFETY

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements

PROJECT DETAILS

SAFETY

Menlo Ave
between
University Dr
and El
Camino Real

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

193

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED CITYWIDE
PROJECT LIST







154 Citywide

Prepare Citywide
Bicycle Map



Prepare citywide bike map to provide
residents and visitors with a big picture look of
prioritized bicycle routes characterized by low
to moderate stress levels throughout the City

$$







Establish BikeFriendly Business
Program



Provide incentives to bike-friendly businesses
such as city sponsored bicycle facilities,
quarterly bicycle roundtables with business
owners, etc.

$







156 Location TBD

Visible Bicycle
Counter



Install physical/visible bike counter to provide
real time data on the number of cyclists
traveling along the roadway

$$







157 Citywide

Enhanced Bicycle
and Pedestrian
Detection



Install bicycle and pedestrian detection at
intersections to efficiently serve residents and
visitors traveling via alternative modes
Adjust signal phasing and timing to include
bike and pedestrian crossing time to safely
accommodate traveling via alternative modes

$$

155 Citywide







Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

MOBILITY CHOICE

$$

SAFETY

Set up bike repair workshops to educate
residents on how to repair and maintain their
bicycles



SUSTAINABILITY

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



CONGESTION
RELIEF

Establish Bike
Repair Workshop
Program

SCHOOL NEARBY

153 Citywide

LOCATION

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

NO.

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

PROJECT

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

GOALS

COST

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED CITYWIDE
PROJECT LIST

158 Citywide

159 Citywide

160 Citywide

Create Policy

Advocating for
Variable Pricing
on the Dumbarton
Bridge

Adaptive Traffic Control System O&M to
better serve residents and guests traveling
throughout the city. Adaptive signaling
utilizes real-time data at signalized
intersections rather than conventional preprogrammed, daily signal timing schedules.

$$





Automated Traffic Signal Performance
Measurement (ATSPM), provides way to
collect data for use in evaluating performance
measures. Data from the ATSPM software is
used to provide more efficient signal timing
plans, targeted repairs and maintenance
resulting in increased safety and improved
traffic operations.

$$





Create policy to advocate congestion/variable
pricing on the Dumbarton Bridge.
Congestion/variable pricing would incorporate
a pricing scheme which would charge higher
prices during periods of higher traffic demand,
and lower prices during periods of less traffic
demand. Pricing schemes as such have the
potential to encourage motorists to use
alternative modes during peak periods.

$





Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY

MOBILITY CHOICE

SAFETY

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



GOALS
GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

Automated Traffic
Signal
Performance
Measurement

CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY

Adaptive Traffic
Control System
Operations &
Maintenance

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED CITYWIDE
PROJECT LIST

161 Citywide

162 Citywide

163 Citywide

164 Citywide

Signal Phase and
Timing (SPaT)
Data
Dissemination



Bluetooth
Readers



Transportation
Data Hub



Intelligent Transportation Systems
infrastructure operations & maintenance,
ensures upkeep and up-to-date signal
systems to preserve acceptable traffic
conditions throughout Menlo Park. Examples
of ITS infrastructure include vehicle counters,
connected parking garages, variable
message displays, real-time transit vehicle
arrival.

$$





Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) Data
Dissemination, provides real-time data that
equipped (connected) vehicles can utilize to
control speeds and improve flow along
boulevards, thoroughfares and highways to
avoid “stop-and-go” travel patterns on major
roadways.

$$





The installation of bluetooth readers
throughout the city could collect and analyze
data via mobile devices, connected and
autonomous vehicles,

$$





A Transportation Data Hub would allow city
staff to more accurately track projects and
their impacts. The data hub would also
provide decision makers with context

$$





Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY

MOBILITY CHOICE

SAFETY

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

GOALS
GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

CONGESTION
RELIEF



SCHOOL NEARBY

ITS Infrastructure
Operations &
Maintenance

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DETAILED CITYWIDE
PROJECT LIST

PROJECT

PROJECT DETAILS

165 Citywide

Update NTMP
Guidelines



Update Neighborhood Traffic Management
Program guidelines to make resident requests
for traffic calming more streamlined

166 Citywide

Progressive
Safety
Enforcement



Work with local law enforcement agencies to
establish a program to increase spot specific
enforcement of potentially unsafe behavior

167 Citywide

Establish
Bikeshare and
Rollshare
Program



Adopt an ordinance and permitting process
for dockless bikeshare providers and other
rolling modes, building on processes put in
place by other mid-peninsula cities

$



Incentivize
Unbundled
Residential
Parking



Modify Municipal Code parking requirements
to allow for appropriate parking reductions for
developments which demonstrate adequate
parking supply citywide

$







Prepare Request for Proposal (RFP) to
disseminate to carshare services or form
public-private partnership with carshare
services to identify locations and spaces for
implementation

$







168 Citywide

169 Citywide

Establish

Carshare Program

$





$$









Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects



SUSTAINABILITY

MOBILITY CHOICE

SAFETY

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

GOALS
GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

CONGESTION
RELIEF

SCHOOL NEARBY

SAFETY

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA



DETAILED CITYWIDE
PROJECT LIST

170 Citywide

171 Citywide

172 Citywide

173 Citywide

Establish Voucher 
Program for
Shared Mobility
Services from
Transit
Establish
Transportation
Management
Association(s)



Incorporate Green 
Infrastructure into
Roadway Projects
Transit Signal
Priority

Explore voucher system for first-mile/last-mile
connections to transit, including shared
mobility (car share, bike share, ride share,
other roller share)
Explore formation of Transportation
Management Association(s) to provide
various transportation services such as
guaranteed rides home, commute trip
reduction, expanded shuttle services, TDM
oversight, and shared parking coordination
Incorporate storm water treatment measures,
such as bioretention areas and infiltration
trenches, into new roadway projects where
appropriate

Funded Improvement
 Implement Transit Signal Priority at
Intersections on Bayfront Expy, El Camino
Real, Willow Rd to provide priority to transit
vehicles. Transit signal priority has the
potential to increase person throughput rather
than vehicle throughput.

$

$









$$$

F

Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects

SUSTAINABILITY

MOBILITY CHOICE

SAFETY

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

GOALS
GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

CONGESTION
RELIEF

SCHOOL NEARBY

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA









DETAILED CITYWIDE
PROJECT LIST

174

Downtown

Parking Plazas
#1 - 8




175

Downtown

176

Citywide

177

Citywide

Reconstruct plaza to current ADA standards
and parking guidelines
Begin underground utilities work process

Implement Paid
and TechnologyDriven Parking
Management



Willow Road
Relinquishment



Evaluate relinquishment of Willow Road by
Caltrans from Bayfront Expressway to Bay
Road

Update street
lights



Evaluate lighting levels at crosswalks and
update street lights as necessary

Monitor downtown parking and assess best
practices such as dynamic pricing schemes
and residential parking permits

SUSTAINABILITY

MOBILITY CHOICE

SAFETY

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

GOALS
GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

CONGESTION
RELIEF

SCHOOL NEARBY

SAFETY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

LOCATION

EASE OF
IMPLEMENTATION

NO.

COST

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

$$$$





$$$





$$$$

$$$











Cost Legend - $: Less than $100k; $$: $100k - $1M; $$$: $1M - $3M; $$$$: $3M - $10M; F: Funded; PF: Partially Funded; PP: Partner Projects













Willow Rd

Bayfront Expy

Existing Conditions: Bayfront Expy and Willow Rd

BUS

BUS
Bayfront Expy

BUS

Willow Rd

BUS
Recommendation #8: Install bike signals across north Bayfront Expy leg and west
Willow Rd legs. Install high-visibility crosswalks and cross-bike markings.
Reconstruct eastbound Willow Rd right-turn channelizing island to improve pedestrian
access and provide space for shoulder-running bus lane. Remove southbound Bayfront
Expy channelizing island. Modify traffic signal to accommodate changes to lanes
turning right

Advantages: Improved pedestrian and bicycle crossing, improve transit vehicle flow
Disadvantage: require major signal equipment modification
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Recommendation #16: Install westbound left turn lane on east leg. Install
crosswalks across all legs

Advantages: provide exclusive turning lane, improve overall intersection
Disadvantages: require moving existing street curb line, require
on-street parking removal
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Recommendation #17: Install signal, crosswalks. Install bike lanes.

Advantages: improve overall intersection flow, provide dedicated bike lanes.
Average delays are expected to be reduced by two seconds in the a.m. period and 15
seconds during the p.m. peak period.
Disadvantages: create potential backup for Chrysler Dr, require on-street parking
removal
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Recommendation #18:

Install signal, crosswalks. Install bike lanes

Advantages: improve overall intersection flow, provide dedicated bike lanes. Delays are expected
to be reduced by an average of seven seconds during the p.m. peak period.
Disadvantages: create potential backup for Chrysler Dr, require on-street parking removal. Delays
are expected to increase by an average of five seconds during the a.m. peak period.

Hamilton Ave
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Hamilton Ave

Recommendation #26: Designate Class III bike route
Advantage: raises awareness to the sharing nature of the road for
bicyclists and motorists, maintain on-street parking if currently
provided
Disadvantage: lacks dedicated space for travel modes
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BUS

Source: Queue Jump Lanes - National
Association of City Transportation
Officials (2018)
Recommendation #36: Allow bus to use right turn lane as a queue jump to
navigate Willow Rd.

Advantage: improve transit flow
Disadvantage: increase overall demand for right turn lanes
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Recommendation #40: Install high visibility crosswalks, and bulb-outs

Advantages: Improved and shortens pedestrian crossings
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Recommendation #45: Install right turn lane on north leg of Coleman Ave,
install bike lanes on Coleman Ave north of Willow Road.

Advantages:
lanes

improve overall intersection flow, provide dedicated bike

Disadvantages: require on-street parking removal
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Willow Rd

Middlefield Rd

Existing Conditions: Middlefield Rd Between Willow Rd and Woodland Ave
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Willow Rd

Middlefield Rd

Recommendation #47: *Remove WB Willow Road channelized right turn on, convert SB Middlefield Road shared left/thru
lane to exclusive thru lane, convert NB Middlefield Road shared thru/right lane to exclusive right turn lane and
remove the right turn pocket, change Middlefield Road signal phasing from split to protected and add WB Willow
Road right turn overlap.

Advantage: Reduces crosswalk distance, increases signal efficiency and total of vehicles served. Delays are
expected to decrease by an average of 21 seconds during the a.m. peak period and 39 seconds during the p.m. peak
period.
Disadvantage: Reduces total of vehicles served
Recommendation # 69: Install bike lanes and sidewalk on Middlefield Rd.

Advantage: Provides dedicated pedestrian sidewalk and bike lanes
Disadvantage: Reduces total of vehicles served

*NB = northbound,
WB = westbound,
SB = southbound

Recommendation #70: Install signal at Middlefield Rd and Woodland Ave.

Advantage: Provides signal access for Woodland Ave
Disadvantage: Creates potential backup for southbound Middlefield Rd
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Recommendation #48: Install a reversible bus lane in median.

Advantages: Improved transit flow
Disadvantages: Removal of median.
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Recommendation #53: Install signal and convert east legs to one-way couplets.
Install left-turn lanes as necessary.

Advantages: Improved traffic flow. Average delays during the a.m. peak period are
expected to be reduced by 23 seconds. Average delays during the p.m. peak period
are expected to be reduced b
Disadvantages: removal of landscaping on Bay Road and Ringwood Avenue
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Recommendation #63: Remove channelized right-turn, install bike boxes,
jughandle bicycle left-turn, and conflict detection markings

Advantages: improved pedestrian and bicycle crossings
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Recommendation #64: Install two-stage left-turn boxes, crosswalks,
conflict detection markings, and reconstruct northwest curb ramp

Advantages: improved pedestrian and bicycle crossings, reduced vehicle
speeds
Disadvantages: right-turns are restricted when bicycles are present
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Recommendation #65: Install signal, crosswalks, yield lines, and “keep
clear” pavement markings

Advantages: improved bicycle and pedestrian crossings
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Recommendation #72: Install signal.

Advantages: Improves overall intersection flow
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Recommendation #74: Install Class II Bike Lanes, high visibility
crosswalks, widen right-of-way

Advantages:
flow.

Improved bicycle and pedestrian crossings, improved traffic

Disadvantages: Requires removal of on-street parking

ood Ave
Alma St

Recommendation #77: Convert angled parking to parallel parking to add
bicycle route and widen sidewalk

Advantages: Improved bicycle and pedestrian facilities, including
improved pedestrian pickup/dropoff zone.
Disadvantages: Reduces the number of on-street parking spaces
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Oak Grove Ave

Alma St
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Recommendation #78: Construct grade separated Caltrain Crossing and
Class II bike lanes.

Advantages: Improves traffic flow, improves safety for cyclists and
pedestrians

Ravenswood Caltrain Crossing Detail
Source:City of Menlo Park Staff Report #18-104-CC (2018)
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Recommendation #79: Install sidewalk on east side of Alma Street, and
high visibility crosswalks along the segment.

Advantages: improved pedestrian and bike crossings
Disadvantages:

Travel lanes will be narrowed

El Camino Real

Oak Grove Ave

Recommendations #84-97: Install bicycle conflict detection pavement markings, bub-outs, curb ramps,
and high visibility crosswalks.

Advantages: Improves pedestrian and bicycle crossings, improves traffic flow
Disadvantages: Requires removal of on-street parking and medians at several locations
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Recommendation #113: Remove the right turn lane on Menlo Avenue and
install a bulb-out

Advantages:

Improves pedestrian crossing

Disadvantages: Requires removal of on-street parking
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Recommendation #118: Install Class II Bike Lanes and sidewalks

Advantages: Improved bicycle and pedestrian routes
Disadvantages:
Middle Ave

Requires removal of on-street parking north side of
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Recommendation #143: Install bike boxes, high visibility crosswalks, and
bike signal.

Advantages: Improved bicycle and pedestrian crossings

ATTACHMENT B
Pj No.

Location

Comment

Respond Notes

Edits to the Project Lists

Comments collected from TMP OOC Meetings #4 to #6

2

Bayfront Expy
& Marsh Rd

This entire intersection needs to be examined to ensure that bikes/peds
can safely cross/pass through here given the volume and speed of drivers. Noted.
The people living on Haven need to be connected to the rest of the city.

3/4/6/7

Bayfront Expy

The suggestions along Bayfront Expressway must be illustrated so the
public can understand the impact to cyclists. It is not clear from these
descriptions what is being proposed

5

Bayfront Expy
Mul modal
Corridor Project

The latest design of the bike/ped crossing looks like it has many sharp
turns that may be difficult for bikes to navigate.

8

9

It is unclear what is being proposed. A drawing of the proposed
Bayfront Expy/Willow
configuration is needed. In general, we are in favor of changes that
Rd
improve ped/transit safety/mobility.

Additional analyses are being conducted
and illustrations of the improvements will None.
be provided.
Design intended to slow down bike speed
due to the bridge's mode sharing nature.
None.
However, the turns meets standard design
guidelines.
Noted.

Illustration will be provided.

Noted.

None.

Bayfront Expy

Yes. We support this option.

9

Bayfront Expy

This is the preferred option. I’m assuming we can find some way to bring
this queue jumping shoulder bus all the way from the reversible Willow
To be explored during design phase.
median bus lane. Is that still possible at this stage of overpass
construction

10

Willow Rd from
Dumbarton Rail to
Hamilton

11

Bayfront Expy

11

11

12

13

13

How does this fit in with bike lanes on Willow?

New project will be added,
#178.

Details will be evaluated during design
phase.

None.

None.

Additional analyses are being conducted
This is undesirable. Interchanges encourage an increase in the number of to determine the degree of improvement
None.
on traffic flow on Bayfront and connecting
vehicles and counter the goals of sustainability
streets.

No, this is not desirable. Interchanges that encourage an increase the
number of vehicles run counter to the goals of sustainability. Also if the
expressway can accommodate more cars, this will result in more
Bayfront Expy/Willow
congestion at the destinations. For example Downtown Palo Alto will
Rd
have difficulty accommodating more cars and parking demand . The fact
that the on/off ramps could not be accommodated at both University
and. Willow Road due to proximity also makes this problematic.

Additional analyses are being conducted
to determine the degree of improvement
None.
on traffic flow on Bayfront and connecting
streets.

Additional analyses are being conducted
The Belle Haven neighborhood has 5 exits that feed into three channels.
to determine the degree of improvement
Bayfront Expy/Willow
Reducing access to any one of these exits could have detrimental effects
on traffic flow on Bayfront and connecting
Rd
on neighborhood ingress and egress. No to this option, thank you.
streets.
Dumbarton
Yes
Noted.
Rail
Dumbarton
Is this the long dreamed of bike/ped path along the Dumbarton rail lines?
Rail Corridor
I think a trail like this could have the ability to make biking to work more
Noted.
Trail from
practical for more people who are currently traffic. It would have a
Marsh Rd to
relatively low Level of Stress (except for when the trains start sharing the
ROW. Yes!!
University Ave
"Dumbarton
Rail Corridor
Yes
Noted.
Trail from
Marsh Rd to
University Ave"

None.

None.

None.

None.

14

Marsh Rd from Bay Rd
Thank You!
to Scott Dr

Noted.

None.

14

Marsh Rd from Bay Rd Yes. We must build proper bicycle infrastructure to places people
to Scott Dr
want/need to go (schools, stores, office parks).

Noted.

None.

14

I worry that those residents on North Marsh might really object to losing
Marsh Rd from Bay Rd
their parking and that may derail bike paths. Of course the Dumbarton Noted.
to Scott Dr
rail bike path would help here.

None.

Pj No.

N/A

Location

Marsh Rd

N/A

Haven

16

Constitution
Dr/Chysler Dr

17/18

Chrysler Dr &
Jefferson Dr, Chrysler
Dr &
Independence
Dr

Comment

Respond Notes

Edits to the Project Lists

The project list is missing the entire stretch of Marsh Road. Three items
should be added here. A)Bike connection from Marsh Manor (Starbucks) Sidewalk along north side of Marsh will be
to Bay Road (near Suburban Park). AND B)Bike connection from the Bay added. Will require parking and
Projects added #178 & #182.
Trail (Haven and Marsh) to Starbucks. AND C)Pedestrian improvements all landscaping removals and coordination
with San Mateo County residents and
along Marsh Road. The existing overpass at 101 is a death trap for
pedestrians (blind curves, uphill, no signage, etc.) and the sidewalk along Caltrans.
Marsh is incomplete to Starbucks.
The area along Haven, between the RWC border (near the trailer park) all
the way to Marsh. The new Haven Street apartments have impressive
buffered bike lanes, but they lead to nowhere. Even worse, the ending of
the bike lanes on both sides of the apartments are blind curves. While
Project List Item #1 addresses a piece of this area, it doesn't go far
enough. Bicycle facilities need to provide complete safe routes to connect
people from their homes to their destinations . In addition, it is unclear
from Project Item #2 how bikes are supposed to get from Haven Street
across Marsh (on the hill side of the road), or turn right on Marsh, safely.
We also have concern for pedestrian safety there.

Connection from bike lane to Marsh Rd
has been designed and approved by
Caltrans, awaiting funding to construct.
The City has expressed support for
connection at the other end with
Redwood City and County of San Mateo,
which in their juridiction.

Project added #178

This is not clear. Please elaborate/draw it for us.

Noted.

Illustration will be provided.

I really like roundabouts. I seek to understand how they would work with
the gridlock happening now at peak afternoon times. If cars can’t exit out
Noted.
the other side because they can’t get onto Bayfront, won’t that begin to
clog the roundabout? If not, great.
The new TIDE school will be built on this street. This road needs sidewalks
and bike lanes. In addition, to complete the connection to the school, at a
minimum a bike lane must extend to the part of Constitution between
Recommendations are either built or
Jefferson and Chilco.
already identified.

Roundabout will be removed
from list due to right‐of‐way
constrains.

20

Jefferson Dr from
Chrysler Dr to
Constitution Dr

20

Jeﬀerson Dr
from Chrysler
Dr to
Cons tu on
Dr

Definitely need bicycle lanes over on‐street parking because of the high
school going in. We should prioritize bike lanes over street parking in all Noted.
parts of this office community.

None.

21

Chilco St &
Cons tu on
Dr

As this striping and signaling is going through, please please look at the
demands placed upon the local (and often counter‐commute) traffic, so
Noted.
that locals don’t need to lane shift to go straight on Chilco from Bayfront,
through Constitution and around Instagram corner.

None.

N/A

Chrysler

Bike lanes on Chrysler. Someone coming from Haven Street or down
Marsh must have a way to get to this area.

Bike lanes on Chrysler will be
added to the Detailed Project
List, #186.

N/A

This area is being redeveloped and the new developments should have
OVERALL COMMENT TDM programs and onsite parking. This area should NOT prioritize on
RE: THE OFFICE PARK street parking over bike safety. There is also a new apartment complex
AREA (#15‐20)
(94 units) planned for Independence Drive. This people will need safe
options get around that do not require driving.

Noted.

All projects in the area will be required to
have a TDM plan that reduces 20 percent
None.
of their trips. Bike lanes have been
recommended on most of the streets in
this area.

23‐26

Belle Haven
Neighborhood

If sharrows are to be installed here, ensure that the speed limits and road
conditions are conducive to bicyclists and drivers sharing the road.
Noted.
Additional traffic calming features may be necessary.

26

Hamilton Ave
from Willow
Rd to Chilco
St

How would it be different from Sharrows? This is a good bike thru‐way
right now from the bike bridge.

from Willow

More information is required to make a decision about this. How much
wider, how much more narrow? If you look along the center medium curb
Noted.
you'll see rubber markings of cars that are trying to squeeze by parked
cars. The devil is in the details here.

27

28

Newbridge St. from
Market Pl to Carlton Yes, and this may also help slow traffic.
Ave

None.

None.

Noted. Sharrows are installed to indicate
None.
class III bicycle routes

Noted.

None.

None.

Pj No.
29

30
31

Location

Comment

Pierce Rd from Market
Yes
Pl to Carlton Ave
Adams Dr from
O'Brien Dr to
University Ave
University Ave &
Adams Dr

Respond Notes

Edits to the Project Lists

Noted.

None.

Yes

Noted.

None.

Yes

Noted.

None.

32

Rd to Chilco

YES! We'd also like to see how this whole area relates with the plans for
Facebook village and other known development projects.

Noted.

None.

33

Menalto Ave
from O'Brien
Dr to US 101

This is not a sufficient alternative route to Willow Road for bicycles.

Recommendation will be removed

None.

We are not in support at this time of a parallel bicycle route via Menalto.
The new Willow/101 interchange is being built especially for safer biking.
Recommendation will be removed
None.
34
Menalto Ave & US 101 This road must be prioritized. If all other infrastructure is built first
(including a better crossing for bikes/peds at Marsh/101), then we'd like
this additional route.
NO widening of Willow Road. Belle Haven residents are supposed to shop
Willow Rd between at the Willow Village. Widening roads makes streets longer and less safe
35
Bayfront Expy & US to cross, less hospitable for pedestrians, and goes against the Connect
Recommendation will be removed
None.
101
Menlo goal of having the road serve local residents, not only people
driving through.
Willow Rd between Willow is wide enough. I would rather take a lane of traffic and turn it
35
Bayfront Expy & US into a protected class I trail and make biking look like an awesome choice. Recommendation will be removed
None.
101
It’s already too much of a thoroughfare.
The concept of a queue jump lane is for
Willow Rd between We don't understand how this would work safely for people using
buses to use the existing exclusive right
36
Bayfront Expy & US bicycles...how could a bus lane (queue jump) be provided while and
None.
turn lane to continue down the main
101
maintaining the bike lane without widening. Please show diagrams.
corridor. No widening necessary.
Willow Rd between
A benefit‐cost analysis of the alternatives
None.
37
Bayfront Expy & US At this cost range, need cost benefit analysis.
will be conducted
101
Willow Rd between
37
Bayfront Expy & US We are leaning towards this option.
Noted.
None.
101
Willow Rd between
37
Bayfront Expy & US I like this option.
Noted.
None.
101
See Citywide comment below 172 – all avenues to restrict cut‐through
Willow Rd between commute traffic should be explored. Moving to widening the road and
None.
35,36,37 Bayfront Expy & US removing the median only will add more traffic, still be congested and will Further evaluation will be conducted.
make it unsafe for pedestrians and bikes. Maintain bike lanes, make it as
101
passable as possible for buses, safe for pedestrians.
The "no right on red" restriction
originated from the bike boxes and the
City is coordinating with Caltrans to futher
Totally support southbound and northbound Hamilton each having their
evaluate its operation. The "time of day
own light cycle. Does time of day right turn mean that outside peak hours,
Willow Rd &
right turn lane" refers to an unofficial right None.
38
there might be right on red possibility? I do support that. I think people
Hamilton Ave
turn lane being created by restricting on‐
cut through the gas station to skip the wait.
street parking during the evening peak
period and does not effect the "no right
on red" operation.

39

Willow Rd &
Hamilton Ave

39

Willow Rd &
Ivy Dr

40

Willow Rd &
O'Brien Dr

41

Willow Rd &
Newbridge St

Extended crossing time should be provided by a second separate button, Pedestrian crossing time is reasonably
clearly marked as such. It is not always necessary to hold traffic for
calculated using the speed of the slower
users.
extended time crossing.

None.

I support all of this.

Noted.

None.

The bulbout design will be modified to
address this comment during design
phase.

None.

Bulb outs are especially dangerous to bicyclists. They force bikes into
vehicle lanes. And for those not attentive, less skillful or being passed
cause impact on curb. Bad idea wherever bikes are present. San Mateo
is removing the new bulb out on 28th Ave at Mason after complaints.
Program left turn arrow to flash (left turn after full stop/ yield to
oncoming) when no opposing traffic. Ref. Middlefield Rd at Willow (RC
Costco.) Option to imbed loop to trigger flashing in absence of
approaching vehicles. Failsafe is that stop is required.

Further evaluation will be conducted.
Approval from Caltrans will be needed for None.
implementation.

Pj No.

Location

Comment

Respond Notes

Edits to the Project Lists

If I understand this right, southbound Newbridge would get a left and
straight light first, then switch to just straight along with northbound
newbridge. Then southbound would be all red and northbound would be Roadway widening unlikely due to severe
None.
all green for the rest of that cycle. I think that would be better. It would design and right of way constrains.
be really helpful if there could be two right turn lanes from southbound
Newbridge onto eastbound Willow.

41

Willow Rd &
Newbridge St

45

Ivy Dr

Willow Road and Coleman Avenue: No. We are not in favor of making it
less safe for bicycles on Coleman Avenue. Adding a dedicated right turn
line would prioritize cars, not people.

The right turn lane is intended to
delineate existing operations.

None.

46

Willow Road and
Gilbert Avenue

Willow Road and Gilbert Avenue: The real problem with Willow and
Gilbert is south of Willow, on both the east and west sides of the street.
Parking needs to be removed, at least during peak school commute
hours, so that cyclists don’t need to weave in and out of parked cars.

Noted.

Comment regarding parking
restriction will be reflected.

46

Willow Road and
Gilbert Avenue

What Priority is this?

Safety. This recommendation is intended
None.
to address safety around the existing tree.

46

Willow Road and
Gilbert Avenue

What problem is this trying to solve? The parking works to slow traffic,
which is good. The tree is huge and has identification. Are people
This recommendation is intended to
running into it with their cars? Seems like the least cost way to make sure address safety around the existing tree.
the tree is seen is the best way to go here.

47

Willow Rd &
Middlefield Rd

Willow and Middlefield: Does not go far enough. This should become a
Dutch intersection.

None.

Noted. Dutch intersection would require Additional improvements and
capacity reduction or roadway expansion. illustration will be provided.

As currently outlined in the project list does not address the issue getting
to the SE corner safely by bike.
See below: Biking TO the Middlefield & Willow Southeast Corner
‐ Safe biking *TO this SEC corner is a must. See below
Noted.
‐ Safe biking FROM this corner, westbound on Willow is a must
‐ Safe biking FROM this corner westbound on Willow is a must

Additional improvements and
illustration will be provided.

47

Willow Rd &
Middlefield Rd

47

Willow Rd &
Middlefield Rd

Do not remove pork chop, it helps maintain traffic flow, overall public’s
long‐stated priority. Add quick‐response walk signal for island‐to‐
sidewalk interval; confirm island as refuge.

Recommendation is intended to reduce
pedestrian crossing time, safer interaction Additional improvements and
with right turning cars, without significant illustration will be provided.
capacity reduction.

47

Willow Rd &
Middlefield Rd

This should be a dutch junction.

Noted. Dutch intersection would require Additional improvements and
capacity reduction or roadway expansion. illustration will be provided.

49

Willow Rd b/w
Durham St‐
Hospital Pz &
Middlefield Rd
Willow Rd b/w
Durham St‐
Hospital Pz &
Middlefield Rd
Willow Rd b/w
Durham St‐
Hospital Pz &
Middlefield Rd
Willow Road

49

Willow Road

50

Willow Rd
between
Bayfront Expy
& Newbridge
St

48

48

48

Willow Bus Lane: We need more information to evaluate this option. How
will people get on and off the bus? Will parking remain? How will this
Noted.
work?

Illustration will be provided.

I understand the need/interest in bus access, but this doesn’t seem well
thought out for pedestrian access or how it fits with the whole stretch of Noted.
road. Needs more looks at other options.

None.

This is the preferred option.

Noted.

None.

Yes.
Use paint for treatments, not heat transfer. Bikes avoid heavy transfer
stencils. (Poor Peninsula pavement is rough enough as it is.)

Noted.

None.

Noted.

None.

Yes!

Noted.

None.

Pj No.

Location

Comment

Respond Notes

Edits to the Project Lists

Ringwood‐Bay‐Sonoma: The options presented are not clear. That being
said, do not add lanes at this intersection. Prioritize people, not cars.
Regarding the one‐way west Sonoma and one‐way east Ringwood, this
could work under the following circumstances:

53

Bay Rd &
Ringwood
Ave‐Sonoma
Ave

•
The one‐way only extended to the end of the island and did not go
all the way to 101. The island would then essentially become a large‐ish
Noted.
roundabout.

Illustration will be provided.

•
Paint (or other treatments) were used to narrow the stretch from
Bay to the end of the island. This could include striping for parking, bike
lanes and the rest of the road. Traffic calming must be achieved here, or a
wide one‐way stretch will encourage speeding.

53

53

54

54

54

N/A

Bay Rd &
Ringwood
Ave‐Sonoma
Ave
Bay Rd &
Ringwood
Ave‐Sonoma
Ave

Signal is not intended for peak hours only,
If signal is for peak hour, should default to flashing yellow/flashing red at it's for all hours. A functinoal signal is
None.
typically more efficient than a flashing red
all other times
signal (ie, all‐way stop)
I support the simplification of this intersection. I wonder what the bikes
would really end up doing at this intersection. It’s a well traveled bike
thoroughfare.

Ringwood from Bay to Looking at Figure 23, there is no proposed connectivity between
Van Buren
Ringwood and Hamilton/Ivy. Is there one in reality?

Noted.

Illustration will be provided.

Noted and figure to be updated.

None.

This intersection should be a three‐way stop. The cars all stop on the
Ringwood from Bay to
other side for easy bike exit. It should be that way on the south side of
Noted.
Van Buren
the bridge also.
. Ringwood from Bay to Van Buren: Children/youth use this route as an
important commute route to school and after‐school programs, and
visibility is poor for drivers and cyclists. If we are designating this as a bike
Ringwood from Bay to
boulevard, we need to add a two‐way stop sign on Van Buren, giving right Noted.
Van Buren
of way to the steady stream of cyclists heading to and from the Ringwood
bike bridge (similar to the stop signs on the other side of the freeway.) 51‐
55. We were unable to adequately look at this area.
There needs to be a safe way for cyclists/pedestrians to get between
Suburban Park ‐
from Van Buren to Bay Road. If someone crosses at the Ringwood bridge Ringwood is Class III that provides the
Lorelei Manor ‐ Flood
connection.
and then wants to get to Willow Road they will cross Bay Road. Need a
Park Triangle
safe crossing here.

None.

None.

None.

N/A

Encinal Ave

Sidewalks on Encinal Ave. between Middlefield and Caltrain tracks.
Encinal has become a route for cut‐through traffic b/c it has a light on
Middlefield. It has bike lanes but no sidewalks, causing pedestrians to
walk in the bike lane. Cars often cut into the bike lane to get around
backed‐up traffic during afternoon pick‐up time.

57

Menalto Ave
from US 101
to O'Keefe St

What are the Bicycle Boulevard design features? Do they impact other
modes? Please clarify for OOC

57

Menalto Ave
from US 101
to O'Keefe St

57‐60

The Willow
Neighborhood

58

The Willows
Bicycle Network
Improvement
Project

Depending on speed and volume and how much this street factors in to
Safe Routes to Schools, may want to consider removing parking on one
side and adding bike lanes.

59

The Willows
Bicycle Network
Improvement
Project

Noted. Evaluating the network as one
We are not comfortable with this being a one‐line item here. This
would allow for determining how the
neighborhood must be evaluated carefully to determine how the streets
streets are being used and where people None.
are being used and where people are going. Class III/sharrows should be
are going, and make the proper
not be the standard for Safe Routes to Schools.
recommendations.

See comments re: Menalto for North (#’s 33 & 34). That being said,
Menalto on this side of 101 is heavily used by school kids getting to/from
Menlo‐Atherton High School, Willow Oaks and Upper Laurel. Priority
should definitely go to kids needing to cross and travel along Menalto on
bike and foot (particularly between O’Keefe and Gilbert).
THE WILLOWS ‐ There are a variety of options being explored here. How
will the Willows Neighborhood Complete Streets (formerly the Upper
Laurel Safe Routes to School Study) relate to these proposals? This isn’t
clear. We have a lot to say about this area, but we want to understand
how these projects are interconnected.

Noted.

New project will be added,
#179.

A bicycle boulevard is a low‐speed street
which has been "optimized" for bicycle
traffic. Features are typically meant for
traffic calming effect.

None.

Noted.

New project will be added,
#192.

Willow Complete Streets study would
develop a traffic calming plan for the area None.
which the TMP does not address.

Noted.

None.

Pj No.

Location

60

Menalto Ave
from Durham
St to
Woodland
Ave

Comment

Respond Notes

Menalto Avenue between Durham and Woodland: The parking for the
shops at Menalto and Gilbert must be taken into account when proposing Noted.
a bike boulevard here. How will the backing out of cars affect this?

Edits to the Project Lists

Project is removed.

Coleman between Ringwood and Willow Bike Boulevard: No. The level of
stress during peak commute hours on Coleman is way too high. A larger
discussion of Coleman Avenue [City portion] is needed. There are 3
options:

61

Coleman Ave
from
Ringwood Ave
to Willow Rd

a. Keep Coleman as is, prioritized for cars and extremely stressful for
cyclists, especially vulnerable ones (school kids). At a minimum a stop sign
is needed at Santa Monica Ave.
b. Engineer the road design on Coleman to be safer/less stressful for
cyclists. This would involve removing parking on at least one side of the
street to install a bike lane. This could be difficult given the number of
apartments with many car‐owning residents.

Noted.

Recommendations will be
revised.

Noted.

Illustration will be provided.

Noted.

None.

Noted. M‐A is leading in evaluating
Ringwood and the City will continue to
monitor.

None.

Noted.

None.

c. Reduce the volume of cars traveling on Coleman to make it less
stressful. This can be accomplished by turn restrictions during peak hours
or even closing Coleman at the County line.

63

Middlefield Rd
&
Ravenswood
Ave

64

Middlefield Rd
& Ringwood
Ave‐D St

64

Middlefield Rd
& Ringwood
Ave‐D St

63/64

Middlefield Rd
&
Ravenswood
Ave, Middlefield Rd
& Ringwood
Ave‐D St

N/A

65

65

Ravenswood‐Middlefield: Yes. If we understand the jughandle correctly,
this sounds like a huge improvement. Removing the channelized right
turn should also improve safety for both cyclists and pedestrians.
Middlefield‐Ringwood‐D Street: This sounds like it would help cyclists but
we need clarification on how this works for pedestrians. This might also
be a place to explore an innovative left turn solution (e.g. jughandle),
given the stress for cyclists of merging across two lanes of Middlefield
traffic to access the left hand turn box.
Ringwood from MA to the bike bridge. This area is a little crazy after
school and I feel like high schoolers will follow only the easiest paths if
possible. What if we put in a giant crosswalk between the entrance/exit
to the parking lot and the entrance to the gym parking lot. It could be
light controlled for walkers/bikers and have them all crossing at one spot.
It would also eliminate a problem pick‐up spot, which is good.

I love this plan. This section is my least favorite part of both directions.

We think that Menlo Park should take a position regarding Ringwood,
especially regarding safe routes for MA students. M‐A kids need better
facilities to get to the Ringwood bridge. Now, they head out of the bike
rack area and either cross Ringwood with no protection, or head down
Ringwood in the wrong direction on the shoulder/bike lane. There also
needs to be a complete safe route for those traveling up Ringwood
Noted. M‐A is leading in evaluating
Ringwood in front of towards Middlefield. The additional protected crosswalk in the direction
Ringwood and the City will continue to
M‐A School
heading toward downtown is welcome and essential. However the bike
monitor.
lanes near downtown disappear just when they are needed the most. This
is not ok. Finally, bike lanes are only bike lanes when vehicles are not
allowed to park in them. If we are serious about Ringwood becoming a
bike route, we need to work with other jurisdictions to ensure that cars
aren’t parking in the bike lanes (which happens frequently around high
school events).
Middlefield‐Linfield‐Santa Monica: This entire intersection needs to be
Middlefield Rd
looked at thoroughly. This may need a full signal and the consideration of
& Linfield Dr‐
Noted. A full signal is part of the
how people will be able to travel both ways across Middlefield on bikes
recommendation.
Santa Monica
and as pedestrians is critical. Additional traffic calming in Linfield Oaks
Ave
may be necessary.
I completely agree about the road diet for Middlefield. As it stands right
now, Menlo Park is practically begging people to speed. Drivers are pent
Middlefield Rd
up on one lane through Atherton before it opens to two wide lanes with
& Linfield Dr‐
little traffic compaction. Palo Alto slows them back down. The same
Further evaluation will be needed.
Santa Monica
thing happens when traveling north. It’s like Atherton’s section of El
Ave
Camino. Put Middlefield on a road diet with one lane each direction and
a turn lane down the center

New project will be added
within City limit, #187.

None.

None.

Pj No.

Location

69

Middlefield Rd
from Willow
Rd to Palo
Alto Ave

Middlefield between Willow and Palo Alto Avenue: A protected bike lane
Noted.
is preferred.

Illustration will be provided.

Middlefield Rd
& Woodland
Ave

Repaint keep clear pavement markings. riding to the Corner from
Baywood, then onto Woodland, then onto and along Middlefield
Option 1:
…Crossing in front of the Service Road and then a protected bike land
along Middlefield in FRONT of the 40 Middlefield and Willow Market.
Service Road:
Noted.
‐Crossing striping in front of Service Road
‐Signage for folks coming out of service road that there are merging bike
‐Bike lane on Woodland that connects to Middlefield
‐Protected bike lane in front 40 Middlefield and in front of Willow
Market.
‐more protection for bikers going north on middlefield, and thru the
intersection.

Illustration will be provided.

70

Comment

Respond Notes

Edits to the Project Lists

Option 2:

70

70

Middlefield Rd
& Woodland
Ave

"Middlefield Rd
& Woodland
Ave"

riding to the Corner from Baywood, then onto Woodland, then onto
Service Road, and thru parking lots to the Corner
… Turning the wrong way into the one‐way Service Road and continuing
BEHIND 40 Middlefield
Noted.
..and getting to the corner either thru
‐riding thru the Willow Market parking areas against traffic and onto the
sidewalk or into a bike land that has cars crossing it to make a right on red
‐ riding behind Willow Market against traffic and thru the 90 Middlefield
building parking areas, and then the wrong way on the sidewalk
‐Traffic Signal at Intersection of Woodland and Middlefield that regulates
flow at peak times of the day and/or whenever cars are present.
‐Signage telling Middlefield traffic which has poor visibility of cars coming
out of woodland that cars are coming out of Woodland. And be nice to
them
‐This corner is basically a blind turn.
‐Cars are shooting north on Middlefield at high speeds to turn right on
Willow.
‐Palo Alto road diet seems to have decreased the natural breaks in traffic
flow at peak times.
‐The turn lane at Middlefield onto Woodland blocks driver's vision of
oncoming cars
‐Cars going south may be merging into an occupied lanes.
‐Pressure on drivers to to merge at speed because cars
‐No signage to slow down or alert cars on Middlefield that cars are
Noted.
coming out of Woodland ‐Bikers must merge onto fast moving Woodland
with no bike lane
‐Bikers turn down the wrong way on a Service Road which has traffic
from adjoining businesses.
‐Bikers have no good options for getting to the corner from here.
‐Any route involves Willow Market parking areas, or merging in to a
hazardous Middlefield lane with cars turning right on red onto willow, or
through 90 Middlefield parking areas, or the wrong way on the side walk.
‐Cars turning right on red from Middlefield onto Willow travel at high
speeds crossing the bike lane to turn right, making this dangerous for
bikers in a middlefield bike lane
‐Car turning right on red are not being attentive to bikers who populate
the Corner, effectively creating a non‐stop turn situation.

Illustration will be provided.

Illustration will be provided.

Pj No.

Location

Comment

Respond Notes

Edits to the Project Lists

Option 3:

70

70

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

74

74

"Middlefield Rd
& Woodland
Ave"

Middlefield Rd
& Woodland
Ave

riding to the Corner from Baywood, then onto Clover, and then thru office
parking lot and sidewalk
‐riding thru 90 Middlefield office building parking lot and along their ADA
access ramp and wrong way on the willow sidewalk
‐ riding the wrong way up the Willow sidewalk from Clover‐Protected
Bike Lane that starts at Clover and proceeds up the wrong way on willow
as a protected double bike lane to the Corner
‐Protected space at the Corner for bike and ped to co‐exist.
Noted.
‐Signage to cars crossing into 90 Middlefield from Willow that a bike lane
is commencing there and bikers are present ‐Crossing onto the sidewalk
from Clover is deceptively dangerous in that cars use the front part of
Clover as their vehicular access to the 90 Middlefield office parking lot,
and Willow market, and the service road.
‐Bikes are traversing the parking lot and ADA ramps and then merging
onto the sidewalk
‐Bikes are riding the wrong way up the sidewalk, or riding the wrong way
in the bike lane.
Middlefield‐Woodland: This does not go far enough. This intersection
needs some type of Dutch intersection to allow bikes and pedestrians to
move in all directions. This should be squared off as much as possible.
Traffic calming efforts/signage is greatly needed between Middlefield and
Noted.
Baywood since there is not enough room for a proper bike lane and bikes
must share the road here (unless some land acquisition along the vacant
lot is possible). The City should also work with Palo Alto to trim trees to
improve visibility.
‐Get rid of the "pork chop"

Middlefield north of ‐Install protected corner
willow
‐Install protected bike lane down Middlefield to M‐A

Would require a road‐diet and more
analyses.

Middlefield between Menlo Park should encourage Palo Alto to convert the poor‐condition
sidewalk between Palo Alto Ave and Woodland into a proper multi‐use
Noted.
Palo Alto and
trail. This is a significant safety hazard.
Woodland
The corner of Laurel and Encinal needs to have a bulb out on the
It will be part of Project #71. Coordination
Laurel and Encinal southwest corner. Drivers cut the corner here, putting many children and
with Atherton will be required.
pedestrians in danger.
Menlo Park should encourage Atherton to install a multi‐use trail along
the south side of Encinal Avenue (as their standard is to use trails instead
Encinal Ave
Noted.
of sidewalks). Encinal is a major route to school and the lack of a facility
for parents and children walking and bicycling is very unsafe.
Middlefield Rd between Ravenswood and the Palo Alto border is designed
like an expressway, with a 35 mph speed limit (similar to El Camino Real)
and four lanes. The bike lanes along this section are an essential
component of the north‐south Peninsula network, not to mention
important for students biking to Encinal–but they are too
A road‐diet will require additinoal
Middlefield Rd
narrow/unbuffered. Middlefield Rd. in Menlo Park is a prime candidate analyses.
for a road diet, similar to that on Alameda de las Pulgas (bike lanes,
center turn lane, one travel lane in each direction). We should also be
looking at buffers and/or protection for bike lanes in any section of
roadway where drivers routinely travel faster than 25 mph.
Ravenswood and Laurel: Some of these improvements benefit cyclists;
others are harmful. The changes proposed on the south side of
Ravenswood are good. On the north side–eliminating a bike lane and
installing sharrows–are not acceptable–in fact, they basically recreate the
Ravenswood
Will confirm if bike lane removal is
existing problematic scenario from the northbound side. Laurel is a
Ave & Laurel
needed.
significant north/south cycling route. Also, the safety issues will be
St
exacerbated if the current grade separation recommendation is
completed (Ravenswood only) and/or if the library is built on Laurel.
These changes would add many more cars to Laurel.
Ravenswood
Ave & Laurel
St

Illustration will be provided.

Illustration will be provided.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

Illustration will be provided.

If I understand this correctly, bicycles are going to switching sides with
cars as a practice at a really busy right turn corner where people are
The bike transition will occurr prior to the
parenting and driving at the same time. I think this would ramp up the
intersection, where right turning vehicles Illustration will be provided.
are merging.
level of stress for parents letting their kids ride independently. That
makes some sense on Laurel because it’s just not as high traffic of a right.

Pj No.

Location

Comment

Respond Notes

Laurel between Burgess and Willow: No. This is a safe route to school and
to a major recreation center. Given the projected increase in traffic
(grade separation, library, etc.) along this corridor, we should be looking
at bike lanes, e78. Ravenswood Grade Separation: Alternative A was a
bad political compromise, and is not the right choice for grade separation. Noted.
More than one crossing must be grade separated. Too much traffic will
come to Laurel Street. Whatever is done, bike lanes on Ravenswood must
extend at a minimum to the bike lanes that will be included in grade
separation (to El Camino).
This entire area will be dependent on the grade separation alternative
(once again, we are very much against only separating at Ravenswood ‐
more needs to be separated). In the meantime, the intersection of Alma
Noted.
and Ravenwood must be improved. If you stand out there and watch
bicyclists it is terrifying. There is no safe and comfortable way to get
people where they need to go.

Edits to the Project Lists

75

Laurel St from
Burgess to
Willow

77‐79 &
83

Ravenswood Grade
Separation

80

Burgess Park

82

Encinal Ave from
Garwood Wy to El
Camino Real

84

El Camino
Real within
City Limits

85‐97

El Camino Real

We didn’t have time to consider these, with the exception of 92.

Noted. Further evaluation will be
required.

None.

92

El Camino
Real & Middle
Ave

A synchronized traffic signal or other creative solution must be
considered at the Safeway/gas station entrance/exit on Middle (restrict
left turns coming out?). Bike lanes that pass by these dangerous locations
Noted. Further evaluation will be
are a major concern. Perhaps Safeway can reconfigure their
required.
entrance/exit. In addition, the current pillars at the Safeway entrance
hamper visibility for people driving, walking, and bicycling. These should
be modified, if possible.

None.

106

Downtown

Absolutely! We need Parking Management BEFORE we need parking
garages.

Noted.

Parking Plaza related projects
will be moved to the Citywide
Project List.

Noted.

New project will be added,
#189.

Noted.

None.

N/A

107

Project modified to include
bike lanes

None.

It would be great if this path were striped to separate modes so bike and
Noted.
pedestrians don’t collide.

None.

Class II bike lanes on Encinal. The new Marquis development has two
large concrete blocks they just installed in the road. How is this conducive
for sharing the road? This must have been approved in the development
plans, but how can we ensure that something like this doesn't happen
again?

Comment will be reflected.

Noted. The concrete blocks are bulbouts
to shorten pedestrian crossing distance.
Will not have impact on future bike lane
implementation if warranted.

Bike lanes on El Camino must be protected, not buffered. It is not
Project is consistent with Council's
appropriate to only have paint as a safety measure. Look to Redwood City preferred alternative from the El Camino None.
Corridor study.
for the treatments being considered

University Avenue between Santa Cruz and Oak Grove needs bike lanes
University Avenue
and/or parking restrictions for school commute times. This is a missing
between Santa Cruz
chain in the network (along with the final stretch of Oak Grove between
and Oak Grove
Crane and University)
Oak Grove
Ave from
Yes
Middlefield Rd
to Crane St

Oak Grove Bike Route. From Figure 35, it's pretty obvious that University
Ave. is the missing link that would connect up Oak Grove,
Oak Grove Ave from
Ravenswood/Menlo Ave, Santa Cruz. We may talk about this in relation to
Noted.
Middlefield Rd to
the city's work plan, but as it stands there is a gaping hole in the route for
Crane St
Hillview students to get to and from school via Santa Cruz Ave., which is
the main road there.

New project will be added,
#189.

110

Oak Grove
Ave &
University Dr

Oak Grove and University: No. We are not in favor of adding a lane for left
turns. Many kids use University to get to Hillview and this will make the
intersection much more dangerous. We see driving slowly downtown as a
Noted.
good thing...downtown should be safe for people walking. We are
actually in favor of extending the Oak Grove bike lane all the way to
University, and if possible, to have bike lanes on University.

Comment will be reflected.

111

Santa Cruz
Ave between
El Camino
Real and
University Dr

Ok.

None.

107

Noted.

Pj No.

111

112

Location
Santa Cruz
Ave between
El Camino
Real and
University Dr
Santa Cruz
Ave &
University Dr
(North)

N/A

Santa Cruz and
University (south)

N/A

Downtown

113

117

118

University Dr
& Menlo Ave
(South)
Middle Ave
from El
Camino Real
to University
Dr
Middle Ave
from
University Dr
to Olive St

Comment

Respond Notes

Explore options that would eliminate more or all parking, restrict traffic
flow and allow for more pedestrian and storefront utilization of this space Noted.
– vibrancy that has been created in other Bay Area communities.
University‐Santa Cruz: Yes. Also add a bike box or other way for bikes to
turn left here. We recommend removing 4 parking spaces here, between
the 2 legs of University to make it safer for cyclists. Also add more bike
parking here.
There needs to be a red right turn arrow at Santa Cruz and University
(south) for cars making a right towards Draeger’s. Drivers often try to
beat the pedestrians here on a green light.
Complete streets through downtown. We are lacking any sort of bike
treatment on Santa Cruz Avenue between University and El Camino Real,
which induces kids to ride on the sidewalk. We are also lacking a
connection between the Oak Grove bike lanes and the Santa Cruz bike
lanes‐‐critical for students biking to and from school along this route.

Edits to the Project Lists

None.

Noted.

Comment will be reflected.

Noted. Will be evaluated.

None.

Noted. Can be evaluated during design
phase.

None.

Yes. This also makes a case for not putting the loading zone on Menlo.
This intersection also need a “wait here” marking on the ground/sign.

Noted.

None.

Yes. Of course.

Noted.

None.

The traffic is moving too quickly. While bike lanes should help traffic calm
the street, additional traffic calming measures should also be considered,
to bring driving speed lower than the currently signed 30mph, which is
Noted.
too high for the neighborhood use. In addition, on the corner of Middle
and Olive, there should only be 1 lane so that the bike lane can remain.
This is where separation between cars and bikes is most important.

None.

"Rectangular Rapid Flashing Beacons
(RRFB) enhance pedestrian crosswalk
signs with perimeter LED lights that are
activated by a pedestrian push‐button.
When actuated, the LED lights flash to
alert motorists to a pedestrian crossing.

119

Middle Ave &
Blake St

RRFB vs. Hawk vs. High Visibility crosswalks ‐ could you explain the
differences?

Sometimes called a “HAWK” signal,
pedestrian hybrid beacons use yellow
warning and red stop lights similar to a
traffic signal. After pedestrian actuation,
the yellow light will flash and then turn
solid to warn motorists to slow for a
queued pedestrian phase. A solid red light
None.
follows, requiring motorists to come to a
full stop, and a pedestrian WALK phase is
triggered.
High visibility crosswalk measures
encourage drivers to slow down,
especially when pedestrians are present.
Higher visibility can be achieved through
paint, lighting, signage, and traffic calming
features." The descriptions of the RRFB,
HAWK and High Visibility crosswalks are
also included in the Appendix D
Transportation Master Plan toolkit of the
Draft Working Paper.

N/A

Identify streets that could use a stop sign/light and better crossings. It is
very difficult to make turns off of Santa Cruz Avenue when there is heavy
Santa Cruz Avenue traffic. Now that the street is beautifully paved the cars are speeding too
between Orange and quickly. Santa Cruz Avenue should also be traffic calmed. Cars are
Noted. Will be evaluated.
University.
choosing Santa Cruz over Sand Hill because it moves so quickly. Tons of
kids and adults bike here with only a painted white line to protect them.
Must be safer.

None.

Pj No.

Location

Comment

Respond Notes

Edits to the Project Lists

We witness many people riding the wrong way in the bike lane between
University Avenue and approximately Windsor drive. We think people do
this because there is no safe way for cyclists heading west on Santa Cruz
Noted. Will be evaluated.
to turn left under heavy traffic conditions. More safe crossings are
needed along Santa Cruz. This would also help people from these side
streets trying to turn onto Santa Cruz.

None.

N/A

Santa Cruz Avenue

124

San Mateo Dr
from
Valparaiso
Ave to City
Limit

San Mateo drive is a major bike throughway to/from Stanford, etc. Not
sure if Class III is enough here.

Noted.

None.

125

Santa Cruz
Ave & San
Mateo Dr

Most important part of San Mateo Drive is crossing with Santa Cruz.
Many school kids use this intersection and crosswalk to get across Santa
Cruz. Flashing yellow lights are not enough. Need a stop light or a four
way stop sign.

Noted. Will be evaluated.

None.

San Mateo Dr from
Valparaiso Ave to City
124/126 Limit/Wailea Dr from
San Mateo Dr to San
Mateo Dr

Confusion in having both San Mateo Ave. and Wailea bike routes. I
thought we went through this already and decided on San Mateo Ave, in Project #124 will cover areas outside of
which case do we still need Project 126? Project 124 is also missing the
Project #126.
addition of a crosswalk on Valparaiso x. San Mateo.

None.

A four‐legged crossing should be considered here.

Noted.

Comment will be reflected.

The crossing at Valparaiso and Elder is not effective. Kids are NOT
crossing here. The lighted crosswalk should be moved to Politzer.
Noted.
Complete Streets Commissioner, Lydia Lee, has persistently advocated for
improvements here.

New project will be added,
#193.

Yes. There also needs to be a crosswalk on Elder that crosses Politizer.

Noted.

None.

Noted.

Comment will be partially
reflected.

Noted. Will be evaluated.

None.

Noted.

None.

Noted.

None.

Real sidewalks vs. asphalt should be installed. This would encourage more
Noted.
residents to walk.

None.

127

San Mateo Dr
& Middle Ave

N/A

Valparaiso and Elder,

128

Elder Ave
from
Valparaiso
Ave to Elder
Ct

129

Olive St from
Oak Ave to
Santa Cruz
Ave

N/A

Stanford Avenue

130

Santa Cruz
Ave & Sharon
Rd‐Oakdell Dr

131

Oakdell Dr
from Olive St
to Santa Cruz
Ave

132

Santa Cruz
Ave from
Olive St to
Orange Ave

133

Santa Cruz
Ave & Orange
Ave‐Avy Ave

Does signalizing solve the problems here. What about other measures
without signalizing?

133

Santa Cruz
Ave & Orange
Ave‐Avy Ave

While a signal could be a good option, please also examine a roundabout
A roundabout was ruled out due to right‐
None.
here (mentioned by residents). This intersection definitely needs
of‐way constraints.
improvement.

134

Avy Ave from
Santa Cruz
Ave to Monte
Rosa Dr

Yes. This would be great. Must pay attention to how people are pulling in
and out of commercial spaces here. Sidewalk improvements are also
Noted.
needed along Avy between Alschul and Monte Rosa (the current
sidewalks are crumbling and inadequate).

No. Olive is a major school commute route and the speed and volume
during commute/peak times require more aggressive safety measures.
Olive should have proper bike lanes and sidewalks. Class III does not go
far enough here. There should also be more crosswalks along Olive (at
Stanford and Olive for example [crossing Stanford]). Olive, at least near
Santa Cruz, should also be 25mph, not 30mph. Might we be able to take
advantage of rules about being able to lower speed limits near schools?
Stanford Avenue is a wide, open street. It may require sidewalks and
traffic calming.
This intersection needs a major overhaul. It likely needs a signal, possibly
a HAWK beacon. The placement of the crosswalk is poor and doesn’t
promote walking. The speed along Santa Cruz and erratic movements at
that location demand aggressive safety engineering. Note: many
residents have voiced that moving the crossing isn’t sufficient; more
substantial change is needed.
Depending on speed and volume, a class 2 should be considered. This is a
major route for bikes through the Oak Knoll‐adjacent area, and it would
be an even bigger one if there were bike lanes on Santa Cruz and a safer
crossing at Santa Cruz/Sharon/Oakdell (again, this intersection MUST be
fixed).

A roundabout was ruled out due to right‐
None.
of‐way constraints.

None.

Pj No.

Location

135

Harkins Ave
from Altschul
Ave to 170
feet east of
Altschul Ave

ok

Noted.

None.

136

Sharon Rd
from Altschul
Ave to
Alameda de
las Pulgas

Yes, absolutely. Parking removal should be considered on both sides of
Sharon Road along this stretch to make room for bike lanes or even
sidewalks on both sides. Traffic calming on Sharon (speed bumps or other
Noted.
treatments) should also be considered. The City should also encourage
the County to include bike lanes and sidewalks on Sharon Road between
Alameda de las Pulgas and Santa Cruz Ave

None.

137

Altschul Ave &
Harkins Ave

not clear

Altschul Ave
from Avy Ave
to Sharon Rd

This stretch of road is too wide, with poor visibility and lots of activity
(school). Drivers speed up to go over the hill and during peak hours there
is high volume. This should have bike lanes, on both sides (or a dual‐
direction cycle track) (the newly installed path on the campus of La
Entrada is insufficient). At a minimum, traffic calming measures need to
be installed along this stretch and parking restrictions during school
hours. There are also significant gaps in the sidewalk network along this
stretch. The City should also consider making this entire stretch one‐way
Noted. Coordinating with County for
(part of it is). Drivers heading east on Sharon can't turn left (north) onto
improvements on Altschul Ave.
Altschul anyway, so it's unclear the purpose of keeping this street two
way. Use the space for bike lanes‐‐which the City should encourage the
County to create/extend all the way down Altschul.The County should
also create a bike opening in the gate at Altschul and Avy (the current
design requires bikes to cycle head‐on into cars [said knowing that bikes
legally should not ride against the traffic, but in real life this is a major
cycle route for school kids. The infrastructure should be designed to
follow the most convenient route]).

Comment will be reflected.

Depending on speed and volume, a class 2 bike path should strongly be
considered. Again, this is an area where kids are trying to get to school
and parents are dropping off. At a minimum parking restrictions during
school hours should be enacted.

Noted.

None.

Possibly consider parking restrictions outside of school hours.

Noted.

None.

This should be Class 2.

Not enough roadway width to install
minimum bike lanes.

None.

Noted.

Comment will be reflected.

Noted.

Comment will be reflected.

Noted.

New project will be added,
#183.

Not part of this scope, private land.

None.

138

139

140

141

142

143

N/A

N/A

N/A

Sharon Rd
from Sharon
Park Dr to
Alameda de
las Pulgas
Sharon Park
Dr from
Klamath Dr to
Eastridge Ave
Monte Rosa
Dr from Avy
Ave to Sharon
Park Dr

Comment

This is confusing. There is no parking currently allowed on the “west” side
of Oak Ave between Oak Knoll and Sand Hill (except for a short strip
between the school and the corner, which also has parking restrictions).
This is a stretch of sidewalk in front of three houses. Do they mean the
east side?
Big issue here is the inability of northbound cyclists to cross over into
Sand Hill Rd
Menlo Park from campus. These changes *should* fix that. The sidewalk
& Oak Ave
on Sand Hill and the crosswalk on the east side of the intersection are
critical.
This intersection should be a four legged crosswalk. According to
Sharon Road at Sharon residents, people cross here currently without a crosswalk. The right turn
Park Drive (in front of through lane on Sharon Park Drive should also be eliminated. This current
Safeway).
intersection is currently designed primarily for cars and the area has
people walking to the shopping center from nearby homes.
Sand Hill Rd to
There should be a pedestrian entrance to the Safeway shopping center
Safeway
from the the corner of the shopping center along Sand Hill
Oak Ave from
Oak Knoll Ln
to Sand Hill
Rd

Sharron Rd and
EastRidge

Respond Notes

Curb ramps and extending the curb will
shorten the crossing distance for
pedestrians making the intersection
safer.

This needs a possible bulb out, though per resident feedback, the school
bus may have a hard time navigating the turn. At a minimum, parking
Noted.
restrictions at this intersection should be implemented. Another
crosswalk should also be installed along Sharon Rd.

Edits to the Project Lists

None.

New project will be added,
#182.

Pj No.

Location

Comment

Respond Notes

Edits to the Project Lists

N/A

Sharon Road and
Eastridge.

This intersection needs improvement. Tons of kids cross here during
school hours and after school/on weekends. If a crossing guard is not
present (there is only one for very limited moments), the infrastructure
Noted.
fails. This may need to be a 4‐way stop or a lighted intersection. The City
is also supposed to be installing bollards here to prevent parents from
illegally dropping off their kids.

N/A

Private Property

The City should talk to the Safeway complex about the quality of their
bike racks. They are antiquated ‐ they only lock the tire to the rack. These Noted.
are not theft‐proof.

None.

Santa Cruz Avenue between Avy and the “Y” is a speedway. The speed
limit is 30mph but drivers go much faster. The speed limit should be
25mph. The volume is also substantial. This is also a major route that
cyclists use, and the County is currently considering adding bike lanes to
Santa Cruz Avenue
their part of Santa Cruz (and Alameda de las Pulgas). While there are
Noted.
between Avy and the
some bike lanes in front of the cemetery, they should extend through this
“Y”
entire corridor and be on both sides (they really should be protected
given the speed and volume). Sharrows are absolutely NOT appropriate
here. There also should be sidewalks along here, if space allows.
According to residents, kids walk along here daily

None.

N/A

158

162

163

164

Citywide

Citywide

Citywide

Citywide

165

Citywide

172

Citywide

N/A

Citywide

New project will be added,
#182.

What is an Adaptive Traffic Control System ?

Adaptive Traffic Control utilizes
intersection sensors to evaluate and
improve signal timing in real time, as
opposed to traditional time‐of‐day signal None.
timing. Adaptive traffic control systems
are typically deployed on specific
corridors or areas of a City.

What is Signal Phasing and timing?

Signal phasing refers to the sequence of
movements vehicles perform at an
intersection, ie. through, right, and left.
None.
Timing refers to the alloted time provided
to each movement.

What are bluetooth Readers and how do they relate to transportation?

Bluetooth readers would allow the City to
collect anonymous data and feed it into a
intelligent transportation system. The
system has the potential to
None.
measure density, speed, and flow, as well
as longitudinal and comparative traffic
analysis.

What is a transportation data hub?

A Transportation Data Hub would allow
city staff to more accurately track projects
None.
and there impacts. The data hub would
also provide decision makers with
context.

This is a high priority. The current system is also arbitrary and confusing
for residents. Given that traffic and related concerns will only increase in
difficulty in the next decade, this should explore a standing committee
that reports to the city council for recommendations (using the current Noted.
Commission for example like EQC hears heritage tree appeals). This and
much more thinking should be devoted to this section, which is a good
start.
Green infrastrubture ‐ In addition to stormwater, there are many other
green opportunities for infrastructure projects – for example, pavement
that allows water to move through it rather than just being shed into
Noted.
drainage systems. This should be researched more fully and expanded
more fully. It should also not be an add on, but included in assessing each
individual project under consideration.
The recent experience in the Willows to use turn restrictions during the
evening rush hour has massively improved traffic flow, congestion and
safety in the Willows. Congestion apps like Waze no longer route cars
through the neighborhood and the restrictions were thoughtfully placed
Noted.
to not disrupt movement of residents of the Willows. In other
neighborhoods, this type of ‘cut through’ restriction should be considered
to reduce traffic volume/speeds along smaller roads that were never
designed for cut through traffic.

None.

None.

None.

Pj No.

Location

N/A

Citywide

N/A

Citywide

N/A

Valparaiso Ave &
Politzer Ave.

Comment
We need an explicit Citywide item that mandates exploration of the city
taking over the section of Willow Road that is now managed by CalTrans
and also in conjunction with EPA community, looking at the same for
University Ave. Having this control would allow the city to install traffic
restrictions during rush hour or in other ways – such as no turns onto
Noted.
Bayfront during evening commute and off of Bayfront during morning
commute. This needs to be fully explored and presented as a potential
alternative. This type of change would massively reduce congestion along
Willow Road – much more than any other consideration in this entire
TMP.
Full exploration of other communities that have worked to reduce cut‐
through commute traffic to learn what tactics can work, including
resident stickers or passes, so that the city council and community
Noted.
understands all available options and implications for reducing traffic
volume.
Install lighted crosswalk on Valparaiso x. Politzer Ave. (Lighted crosswalk
on Valparaiso x. Elder is not being used) for student bicyclists going to
Noted.
Hillview.

N/A

Menlo Ave to ECR to Bike lanes and removal of on‐street parking for at least north side of
University
Menlo Ave. because of the safety concerns for both cars and bicyclists.

N/A

Willow Rd between
Bayfront Expy & US
101

Section
2.13.4.4

Working Paper

Section
3.1.1.3

37

41

11

Working Paper

Respond Notes

Noted.

I am for Alternative C, three lanes in both directions on Willow Rd.
between US HWY 101 and Bayfront EXPWY, with the median removed
Noted.
allowing for bicycle lanes in both directions.
This is the only place that e‐scooters are mentioned and e‐bikes not at all.
Missing from this upfront section of the document is putting in place a
policy NOW that will be clear on how the city will handle e‐bikes and e‐
scooters, whether in a share program or privately owned. These modes
of transportation may be an opportunity to address congestion, however
Noted.
they are also ‘halfway’ between a bike/scooter and a car, so need to be
clear about how they should be treated on the road and on sidewalks. All
of this should be done so the city encourages and not discourages use
that is safe and fits with the community given the potential to get people
out of cars.
One of the goals of the entire Transportation Master Plan is with
congestion relief. However, the focus and metrics are not on reducing
the demand for single‐occupancy vehicles but only on the supply of
alternatives. Given the massive pent up demand for SOVs to use Menlo
Park to cut through for commutes north/south and East Bay, this is a
massive oversight. Every project should be considered and understood
for whether it will relieve congestion given that for every reduction in
commute time or in a SOV on the road, there are other SOVs ready to fill
Noted.
the gap. In addition, not all SOVs may be of the same importance to
Menlo Park residents and businesses. Anyone who lives in the city or any
business who has employees coming to the city wants to be sure SOVs
are considered thoughtfully. However, any SOV that is only coming
through this city is an entirely different story. All of the specific projects
considered – especially those that have very high costs associated – have
to be assessed for this type of congestion relief/impact if the city council
and public can fairly and fully consider the impact on our community

Not in favor of exclusive bus lanes in Alternative C on Willow Rd. between
US HWY 101 and Bayfront EXPWY. It would be unfair to commuters
crossing the Bay, Menlo Park and East Palo Alto who can not take this
Willow Rd. between service and write it off as an expense. The fact that buses would naturally
use this lane in order not to be changing lanes during heavy traffic is
US HWY 101 and
Noted.
Bayfront EXPWY.
obvious. On the East Palo Alto side these exclusive bus lanes would be in
the turning lanes to Newbridge St. and Alberni St. If the busses would
enter the far right lane after Newbridge St. in the east bound direction
East Palo Alto resident would complain less.
Please make a no right turn, until a green light, on Newbridge St. from the
Menlo Park side, so the far right lane in the west bound direction on
Newbridge St. &
Willow Rd., entrance to north bound US HWY101, is not totally filled with Noted.
Willow Rd.
cars when East Palo Alto Newbridge St. traffic has its turn to enter Willow
Rd.
Willow Rd. between
Please no managed lanes or toll road on Willow Rd. from US HWY101 to
US HWY 101 and
Noted.
Bayfront EXPY.
Bayfront EXPWY.

Edits to the Project Lists

New project will be added,
#176.

None.

New project will be added,
#193.

None.

None.

None.

None.

None.

Signal operation changes will
be recommended.

None.

Pj No.
9

Location

Adams Ct & Adams Dr.

N/A

Kavanaugh Dr. &
O’Brian Dr.

N/A

N/A

N/A

Respond Notes

Willow Rd. between
Please no buses on the shoulder on Willow Rd. between US101 Hwy and
Noted.
US HWY 101 and
Bayfront EXPY.
Bayfront EXPWY.

N/A

30

Comment

Please open a bicycle gate next to UPS on Adams C. Helps to keep
bicycles off busier street.

Noted.

No right turn on Kavanaugh Dr. at the intersection of O’Brian Dr. in order
Noted. Will be evaluated.
to keep traffic to Facbook #3 off Kavanaugh Dr.

Edits to the Project Lists
None.

None.

None.

No change to University Ave. intersections and signal lights at O’Brian Dr.
O’Brian Dr. & Adams and Adams Dr. in order to keep traffic to Facebook #3 from impacting
Noted.
Dr.
east bound University Ave. traffic. Enhancements to these intersections
would create bottle necks like University Ave. and Donohoe St.

None.

There is a weight limit of three tons for vehicles on University Ave. When
Willow Rd. and University Ave. were rebuilt in 1997 between from US
HWY101 and Bayfront EXPY, Willow Rd. was rebuilt down 22 inches the
Noted.
entire length and University Ave. 14 inches down at the intersections
only. Caltrans determined Willow Rd. to be the truck route for the
Dumbarton Bridge and University Ave. for regular car traffic.

None.

University Ave.

Please leave signage space for East Palo Alto to install weight limit signs
University Ave. turn
of three tons between University Ave. turn off from Bayfront EXPY to
off from Bayfront EXPY
O’Brian Dr.
University Ave.

Noted.

None.

Please keep TDM busses off University Ave. Willow Rd. is the designated
Noted.
roadway for the TDM busses due to their weight.

None.

N/A

University Ave.
Please include a sidewalk between Kavanaugh Dr. and rail road crossing
between Kavanaugh
on University Ave. on the Menlo Park side. This is the area facing
Dr. and Rail Road
University Ave. at the Menlo Business Park.
crossing

Outside of Menlo Park city limit.

None.

42

Willow Rd./US101
HWY overpass and
East Bayshore Rd. in
East Palo Alto

Noted.

None.

171

Citywide

Noted.

Comment will be reflected.

Noted. Recommendation made in the
Belle Haven Traffic Calming Plan.
Noted. Will be evaluated.

None.

Please find space to make up for lost street parking at the Willow Rd.
US101 HWY overpass and East Bayshore Rd. in East Palo Alto due to the
new overpass. This would buffer Menlo Park residents parking in East
Palo Alto overnight.
We would like the TMP to also include TDM (transportation demand
management) programs. We saw many areas around town, separate
from Bayfront, Downtown and Sand Hill, that could benefit from a
TDM/more robust shuttle program. Some of these include:
•
Coleman apartments (near Willow bus routes connecting to
downtown/Caltrain and Palo Alto)
•

Middlefield office buildings (near Caltrain)

•

Apartments surrounding downtown

N/A

Van Buren Rd. &
Ringwood Ave.
Downtown
Santa Cruz Ave.
and Oak Grove Ave.
Santa Cruz Ave. and
Ravenswood Ave
Citywide

N/A

Citywide

Why Class III vs Class II?

N/A

University Ave.

Need to look at University‐what would a loss of parking mean

Noted.

N/A

Citywide
El Camino Real &
Ravenswood Ave.
University Ave./Santa
Cruz Ave.
Oak Grove Ave.
Maloney St

Induced demand will occur

Noted.

None.

ECR/Ravenswood NB right turn – has this been resolved?

Ongoing.

None.

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

89
112
N/A

2‐way stop on Van Buren, Ringwood

all should be Class II
Concern around access to Hillview Middle School, and on Oak Grove Ave,
Noted.
Santa Cruz Ave?

None.

None.

LTS on Santa Cruz and Ravenswood

Noted.

None.

Kids need help and aren’t safe

Noted.
Roadway classificiation, volume and
speed.

None.

None.

None.

Look at leading ped signal at University/Santa Cruz with no turn red arrow Noted.

New project will be added,
#181.

Oak Grove Ave ‐Maloney St at Plaza 1 cars use bike lane or back into ECR,
Noted. Will continue to evaluate.
How about no lefts?

None.

Pj No.
N/A

Location

Comment

Respond Notes

Citywide

Scooters, e‐bikes, trade‐offs – look forward

Bayfront Expressway
to Haven Ct.

Bayfront to Haven – unsafe, chaotic

Coleman is an issue
(TMP project #143) Sand Hill Rd/Oak needs help

Noted.

N/A

Coleman Ave.
San Hill Rd. & Oak
Creek Dr
Citywide

Noted.
Connection from bike lane to Marsh Rd
has been designed and approved by
Caltrans, awaiting funding to construct.
The City has expressed support for
connection at the other end with
Redwood City and County of San Mateo,
which in their juridiction.
Noted. See Project #61.

Speed limits need to be addressed

N/A

Citywide & Middle Ave Neighborhood streets should be less than 25 mph, i.e. Middle Ave

Noted.
Noted. A citywide speed survey will be
conducted this year.

N/A

Citywide

84

El Camino Real

Look at street classification map, sharrows are inadequate for higher
streets (with 35 mph or higher). Street higher than 35 mph need a
protected bike lane.
ECR – council said buffered bike lanes, but this isn’t enough

69

Middlefield Rd.

Middlefield – consider a road diet

70

Coleman Ave.
Middle Ave. &
University Ave
University between
Menlo Ave and Santa
Cruz Ave
Middle Ave. &
University Ave
Citywide
Citywide
Oak Grove Ave. &
University Ave
Santa Cruz Ave. and
Middle Ave.
San Mateo Dr.

2

N/A
N/A

116
N/A
116
N/A
N/A
110
N/A
N/A

Edits to the Project Lists
None.

None.

None.
Additional improvements will
be provided.
None.
None.

Noted.

None.
None.

Coleman – how is this LTS 1?

Noted.
A road‐diet will require additinoal
analyses.
Noted. See Project #61.

Bike lane on Middle – put on north side to go around parked cars

Noted.

None.

University how is this LTS 1? Between Menlo and Santa Cruz

Noted.

None.

Noted.

None.

Noted.
Noted.

None.
None.

Oak Grove/University needs crosswalk

Noted. Comment is addressed.

None.

On Santa Cruz and on Middle – some intersections need stop signs

Noted.

None.

San Mateo – bike bridge issue in the morning; young kids on bikes
LTS – Santa Cruz is not the same as Middlefield which is not the same as
ECR
Look at widths of traffic lanes
ECR pursue crossings separate from bike lanes

Noted.

None.

Noted.

None.

Noted.
Noted.
Noted. Complexity of bridge could hinder
scchedule for Creek Dr.
Noted.

None.
None.

None.

Noted.

None.

Middle/University – diﬃcult intersec on oshared ride pick up spots
should not block bike lanes
There is space for people in non‐auto modes – increase throughput
Safety is a criteria? It should be a requirement

None.
None.

N/A

Santa Cruz Ave.

N/A
84

N/A

Citywide
El Camino Real
Pedestrian Bridge &
Creek Dr.
Middle Ave.

80

Burgess park

116

Middle Ave. &
University Ave

Middle Ave – make this 25 mph

Noted. A citywide speed survey will be
conducted this year.

None.

82

Encinal Ave
from Garwood
Wy to El
Camino Real

TMP project #82 should be Class II?

Noted.

Comment will be reflected.

82

Encinal Ave.

Encinal is a busy cut‐through route with no sidewalks

Noted.

Comment will be reflected.

126

Wallea Dr.

Wallea Class III or II?

Class III.

None.

N/A

N/A
N/A

Bridge over creek should be combined with Creek Dr
Middle Ave – 2 parks; RRFBs – add raised crosswalks
Widen Burgess Park paths – this is good but also need to straighten to
avoid parking lots

San Mateo Dr.
San Mateo Ave – crosswalks at Valparaiso should be looked at
& Valparaiso Ave
Valparaiso Ave & Elder Hillview School – Valparaiso/Elder is not used‐‐ Lighted crosswalk is
Ct
headed at Colter

None.

Noted.

None.

Noted.

New project will be added,
#193.

Pj No.

Location

Comment

N/A

Citywide

25

Santa Cruz Ave. & San
Stop sign needed on Santa Cruz Ave at San Mateo perhaps
Mateo Dr.

Citywide Citywide

All crosswalks should be raised, at least the busiest ones

None.

Noted. Evaluation will be needed.

None.
None.

This project is included in the TMP Unde
project 81.
Noted.

None.

Ravenswood needs bike lanes to Alma ‐‐Do we need 2 lanes on
Ravenswood? Make one lane a bike lane

Noted.

None.

ECR to downtown access – is it safe for bike/peds?

Noted.

None.

What are queue Jump lanes

A queue jump lane is a short stretch of
bus lane combined with traffic signal
priority. The idea is to enable buses to by‐ None.
pass waiting queues of vehicles and by
getting an early green signal.

Middle Ave.

Middle undercrossing – is this in the TMP? ((TMP project #81?)

81

Middle Ave.

Middle Ave – people need to get to the crossing

78

Ravenwood Caltrail
Crossing

84

El Camino Real to
Downtown

Citywide

Edits to the Project Lists

Noted.

Lower speed limits, promote active transportation; how do we make this Noted. A citywide speed survey will be
happen?
conducted this year.

81

36

Respond Notes

None.

Resident comments collected during TMP OOC Meetings #4 to #6
N/A

Belle Haven
Neighborhood

N/A

citywide

N/A

citywide

N/A

Belle Haven
Neighborhood

N/A

citywide

N/A

University Ave and
Willow Rd

N/A
N/A

citywide
citywide

N/A

Willow Rd

N/A

citywide

N/A

Downtown

N/A

citywide

N/A

Altschul Ave

N/A

citywide

TMP should connect to the Belle Haven Traffic Calming Plan

Noted.

None.

important to find a direct correlation between the location of a
development that would be subject to the TIF program, and the
improvements funded by the program.

Noted.

None.

The TMP does not provide specific traffic
calming measure recommendations,
All forms of traffic calming measures should be deployed equitably by the
None.
which require more localized focus and
TMP.
are therefore set aside for individual
projects.
Safe Routes to School program improvements have not been proposed in Recommendations have been made in the
None.
Belle Haven.
Belle Haven neighborhood.
Share the TMP strategies and recommendations to East Palo Alto.

Communication with East Palo Alto Public
None.
Works Department has been initiated.

Emphasized the importance of discussing the recommendations on
Communication with East Palo Alto Public
University Avenue and Willow Road with East Palo Alto city staff and
Works Department has been initiated.
residents
East Palo Alto should be informed and Caltrans needs to be present.
Noted.
Caltrans needs to be present.
Noted.
Opposes to the recommendation to remove the median on Willow Road,
as this is a residential street and should not be subject to increased
Noted.
traffic.
Disagrees with the concept of too much risk being associated with
slowing cars down. Streets should be designed so that everyone can use Noted.
them safely
expressed concern about downtown access. There is a gap in bike access
– the bike lane that ends at Crane Street and Oak Grove Avenue should be
Noted.
continued to Hillview Middle School. Bike infrastructure improvements
are needed in and around downtown
Where applicable, lane widths can be reduced to accommodate bike
Noted.
lanes.
Altschul Ave is dangerous for people walking and biking, would like to see
the city step up and implement a bike boulevard for kids coming home
Noted.
from school.
There are some streets that are key routes for people to get to and from
school that have different characteristics throughout the day. During
some periods of day they are completely quiet, while in peak periods they
are crazy. Olive Street is one of these – this is 30 mph wide street with no Noted.
center line, and at peak periods there are kids walking and biking in both
directions to and from schools plus parents driving. Evaluations of streets
should consider these unique periods of the day.

None.
None.
None.
None.

None.
Comment will be reflected to
#107. New project will be
added, #189.
None.
Comment will be reflected to
#138.

Comment on Olive will be
reflected to #129.

Pj No.

N/A

Location

citywide

Comment
There is an alternative to prohibit a right on red at all times. In Palo Alto
at the intersection of Alma Street and Homer Ave there is a button that
triggers a no right turn sign, which is lit‐up and very clear. When the
Noted.
button is not pressed, then the sign remains off and cars are free to turn
right.

Respond Notes

Edits to the Project Lists

None.

